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Wildlife Resources Vs. City
LP

417

y
ed
sda
ect
Tue
Exp
Fish Kill Trial Is
, ._ .
. _

Calloway County Circuit Court.
both the plaintiff,the state of Kentucky
A suit involving- the Kentucky
Kentucky Department of Fish and
and the department of fish and wildlife
,- Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources sued the city in
Wildlife
resources, andthe defendants, the city
Resources and the city of Murray over
over an alleged fish kill the
19Th
May,
in
council
common
the
and
.
Murray
of
is
thn
of
in
fall
1976
kill
fish
an alleged
first learned about in
.41eparhnent
are
-office last year indicated they
expected to come to trill Tuesday.
, - - — sn-1976.
-September,
selection
jury
Petit
trial.
for
-ready
Judge
Circuit
Calloway_ county
The department. 'asked $5,052
should begin early Tuetiday morning in
James Lassiter said Wednesday that
,

The department alleged, hi.the
original suit and motions_ filed later,
that over 14,0054ishandother-1onneof-- aquatic life were killed," including
19ngear sunfine, green sunfish, Yellow-bullhead, assorted MthilarS, bluefailw
carp, spotted suckers, white suckers,
crappie, lirgemouth bass, pirate perch
and drum fish.
The suit claims the alleged contamination_ occured the city, of.
Murray's
-011_ Bea:
Clarks Itireri-papiclivetaoW
*earn.
Murray City Attorney William "Bill"
Phillips will represent the- city while
Paul Gaines, an attorney for the fish
and wildlife resources department, is
expected to represent the state.
A number of persor - named as ,n
defendants in , the original suit are no
longer in office or hold other city offices. Ex-mayor John Ed. Scott is
-earned in-the original- suit aleng with
Lloyd Arnold, H. Ed Christman, William
R. Furches, Ruby Hale, Melvin Henley,
who now sits in the mayor's chair,
Howard Koenen, Art -Lee, C. C. Lowry,
Woodrow Huainan, Hugh T. Rushing,
Buell Stalls Jr. and Dave Wells (Sic,
apparently -Willis).

-14

neve -

-go?
7

}IF

damages in the original suit.
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources asked the city to nay
for fish which the department claimed
died inClarks' River, alleging a fault in
city's sewage treatinent plant.
After the Murray, City Council
refused to pay chillfor the alleged kill
Man;1977,.the department sued.the
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'
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County Fire and Rescue Squad,
READY FOR AUCTION — Kenny Collins (left) and Rodger Mathis, with Calloway
squad fire station Friday. funthe
at
sale
raising
fund
stand among a few items that will be auctioned off in a special
the sale until noon Friday.
for
items
accept
will
'squad
The
truck
fire
new
a
buy
ds from the sale will be used to
the fire truck can call the
for
donated
be
to
Anyone wanting further information about the sale or who have items
Fire Control Center in Murray,7534112n

Eddyville Warden Claims Mail
Inspection Rules Are:Justified
By T.G. MOORE
a preponderance of data and fact to
Associated Preis Witter
substantiate any claim"we might have
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (A?) — A new
for narcotics, escape, ripoffs of the
policy which allows the opening and
public or the inmate. We had to show an
Inspection of outgoing mail from
absolute cause to even discuss the
Kentucky State Penitentiary inmates is
changes we thought should be made."
justfied because of past abuses of inThe new mail policy took effect at
volving narcotics, escape plans and
KSP on April 1. It replaced one that had
"ripoffs," says Warden Donald Borbeen effect since 1973 which prohibited
denkircher
"inspection, censorship or reading of
But the new mail rules anger
outgoing inmate mail.
prisoners who say they now are unfairly restricted in their access to
Now, outgoing mail may not be
hunily, friends and attorneys.
sealed. It may be read by prison officials and rejected if it contains:
Brdenkircher, in a recent interview
at the 98-year-old mgximum security
threats of physical harm, blackmail or
prison, said penitentiary officials
extortion, contraband, code, escape
plans, solicitations of gifts from per"prepared long before the new (policy)

sons other than family or threats to
security.
Incoming mail- has been routinely
inspected for several years at the
prison.
The 1973 policy resulted from a
Bureau of Corrections interpretation of
a U.S. District Court order stemming
from an inmate's lawsuit.
See EDDYVILLE,
Page 9,Column 2.,

Hospital Wins
Merit Award

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has received an Award of Merit in the
1978 Kentucky Hospital Public
Relations Awards Program, according
to an announcement by William S.
Conn, Jr., executive director of the
Kentucky Hospital Association, whose
organization sponsors the annual
yards around the derailment
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley has
'recognition program.
Train workers maneuvered the tank
billed L & N Railroad's Nashville ofThe award was for "Employee
car Inkgk on the tracks shortly aftir
fices for $209 worth of expenses he says
-- Relations Campaign" which was
noon
Saturday.
train
the city incurred during a
submitted by'Kathy M. Hodge, Director
Henley said the statement covers
derailment here last weekend
of Pubic Het/diem. Murrareaffewser
paid
overtime
to
extra
and
policemen
Thtderailment near Kengas propane
County Hospital's entry was judged in
firemen during the 12 hour period.
storage facility and Hutson Chemical
competition with hospitals of 75-200
for
time
tilling
them
"We're
which
on Industrial Road early Saturday
beds.
we wouldn't have had to pay for
morning led to some anxious moments
A certificate will be presented to the
whatever
our
otherwise.,
expenses
here because a tank car was loaded
in special ceremonies at the
hospital
were over the normal working hours,"
with highly flammable and toxic
KHA Annual Convention on May 8-10 at
today
said
Henley
tisulfide.
the Galt House in Louisville. J. Stuart
Henley said he doesn't know if L & N
Murray Police Department, fire
Poston is administrator at Murray"They
might
the
will
statement.
honor
department and Calloway County Fire
Calloway County Hospital.
not pay but it wasn't because they
and Rescue Squad sealed off and
There were more than 40 entries this
a
get
said.
didn't
bill."
Henley
.patrolled an area several hundred
year in the annual program according
to Conn. Judging is based upon
creativeness, initiative, use of Public
Relations media and activities
One Section — 18 Pages

Mayor Bills L N For Cost
Of Train Derailment Here

inside-19day

Motorists
To Face

ESSAY WINNERS--Deborah Ann Damen, right, of Murray High School,
was the first place winner of the annual Civitan Citizenship Essay Contest
,-sponsor
and waspresented with- cash awaid-by the NturTiravitantiubof the contest in the local school systems. Mark Etherton was the supervising teacher for Miss Damen at Murray High. Second Place went to Warta
Colson, left, of Calloway County High School and her supervising teacher
was Mrs. Betty Riley. The local winning essay will be entered in a state and
national essay contest. The theme of the essay dealt with the value of
_
education in the development of effective citizens in this country.

Beth Boston Named
Merit Scholar Today

Stiffer Fines

Beth Boston, daughter of Mr. 'arid—
. Mrs. Fil Boston of XI N. Seventh St.
Murray, is one of 15 students in KenFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
tucky to receive a National Merit
requirement for annual Vehicle inScholarship award today.
spections has been eliminated, saying
Miss Boston is the second Murrdir _
Kentucky motorists the 92 fee, but
High School 'ntudent to receive a Merit
there's one catch: Motorists will face •.
scholarship in recent weeks. The corstiffer fines for vehicle defects after
-poration awarded Bruce Horning, son
June 19.
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Horning, 1705
State Police say they plan towstep up
Holiday Drive, Murray,a four year cord
inspections, and that they will focus on
perate sponsored scholarship April 13.
the defects themselves instead of on
whether the vehicle's inspection sticker • Rockwell International sponosred
Miss
Boston's
has expired.- -scholarship.
That places the burden squarely on
the owner to see that his automobile or
The Murray High
truck is in good working order.
senior is also one of
"The inspection sticker will no longer
750 students nationserve as a defense," State Police
wide being conCommissioner Ken Brandenburgh said
a
as
sidered
in a telephone interview.
Presidential ScholThe 1978 General Assembly abolished
ar, which honors_
annual inspections, but at the same
the nation's, mast
time raised fines for a wide range of
intellectually distikites
B
traffic violations, including speeding.
nguished and accomplished graduating
Under the old inspection system,
high school seniors.
police were likely to give a motorist a
Miss Boston plans to study systems
warning rather than a citation for a
engineering in college. At Murray High
vehicle defect such as a burned-out
Miss Boston has been a member of the
headlight or defective tail or signal
Math Team for two years. In Spanish
lights, so long as he had a valid
she won the highest award for third
Inspection sticker, Brandenburgh said.
year Spanish students last year. She
Now however, police may be more
was the Kentucky representative to the
inclined to write a citation than give a
American Private Enterprise Seminar
warning, he said. It would be up to the
at Texas A & M University last sumindividual officer in each case.
mer. winning a $600 scholarship at that
When the new law takes effect in two
seminar. She is also a school rit-ww.pwwei
months, nearly all traffic fines will
feature wnter and yearbook feature
increase by $15. The extra money will
writer.
go into the state treasury to fund a
Natjonal Merit $1000 Scholarships are
police pay incentive program for ofone-time, nonrenewable awards. Each
ficers who complete special training.
winner will receive a single payment of
Bill Thurman. staff attorney for
next fall after enrolling in the
$1,000
Kentucky's Administrative Office of
regionally accredited U. S. college or
the Courts, said fines will increase by
university of the student's choice. Most
$15 for the vast majority of traffic
of the unrestricted "National" awards
violations, such as running a stop sign
are underwritte by corporations, bun'
or careless driving, which now involve
dations, and business organizations
minimum fines of $10 plus court costs of
that also support four-year scholar$27.50.
ships that are designated for students
FINES,
See
'
who meet preferential cnteria.
Page 9,Column 3

National •Merit Scholarship Corporation is an independent, notipcord
organization established in 1955 to a4.
minister the annual National Merit
Scholarship Program — a nationwide
academic talent search in which over 16
million high school students have participated since 1956. NMSC's resources
and efforts are devoted exclusively to
scholarship activities. The Merit
Program was initiated with substantial
grants from the Ford Foundation.

Post Office
Returns To
Regular Hours
Fred Jackson. officer-in-charge of
the Murray Postoffice has announced
that due to the emergency energy crisis
being subsided that adjustments in the
levels of service at the local postoffice
will be made.
Beginning Monday, May 1, the service windows of the local postoffice will
be open from 8:30 a. m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and from
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon on Saturday,
providing an additioanl thirty minutes
of window service each week day.
Jackson said the lobby will remain
open twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week. During the emergency
energy crisis changes in the opening of
the lobby and the service windows were
made.
The officer-le-charge said, however,
that it should be noted that the last
dispatch of Mail from Murray will still
be at 5:00 pm., and the cut-off time to
make this dispatch at the main
postoffice is at 4:45 p.m.
Jackson said persons mailing letters,
etc., in a collection box in other places
of the city should check the times on the
box to insure that they have not missed
the last collection of the day.

'Spring Forward'
A feature series on Marr,,ay State University track coach
Bill Cernell by Mike Brendan, sports editor, continues
today in the spores section AI. oday, M. C. Garrott, In
largest potholes
Garrott's Galley writes about one
in town. See today's opinion section,Pig

sunny
and
mild
Sunny and mild today and
• -Friday. gear and cool tortight-3
Highs today in the upper Ns to
in Ms.Imirs tonight in thelow
ifild -44Ia• Tfig)-is Fildbi in the rdlet •
70a.
Partly sunny and mild Saturday.

Daylight Saving Time Begins This Sunday

today's indtx,
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
- Garrott's Galley.

12, 13, 14, 15
12
..13
' 4
.4

hinds Report .
.
14
40111,AIM ;447
I.oealSome
Opinion Page
3P9tts

5

. 4
1,3,4
5
41.7i 8

By LEE BYRD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Question,
fair reader. Which government
department gives us the time of day'
Answer: The Department of Trantion.
but we get ahead of ourselves As
most C
must, by eitactly one hour.
nt programs its own
The go
V61140h Or 60
each year,-one

two Sundays

°nolo take
away.
ay.
?hit coming Sunday. It tak
Maybe you lose an hour's sleep, ge
church late, things like that.
Here's the official release from the
Department of Transportation:
to

"Daylight saving time is returning
At 2 a.m. Sunday. April 30, clocks
should be moved forward one hour to
begin six months of daylight saving
time.. ."
"Under the Upiforrn Time Act, which
DOT administers, daylight saving time
Is observed in the United States and its
territories from the last Sunday in April
until the last Sunday in October, whiclr
this year Is Oct. 29.
isnligkills You Livl inHoirajt, Puerto Niro, Virgin islands,
American Samoa or that portion of Indiana within the Eastern Time Zone.
areas don't observe daylight
during pay pgrlod of the
year."

Si) there you have it. Time marches
on Spring forward, fall back.
Daylight saving time began in the
United -.States, Britain and Canada
during World War I to make more efficient use of daytime. But it fell into
disuse after the Armistice, only to return in Worki War II.
After the war, summer time in the
United States became a hodgepodge,as
some stetes retaining the plan and
others did iway with if
Qlongress passed thelJnifolrm Time Act
to standardize daylight savings from
the last Sunday in April to the first
Sunday in October.
Then, in...lanua6, 1974, under the

'GI

ir

energy strain of the Arab oil embargo,
Congress mandated year-round DST in
an attempt to save fuel.
But protests. especially from farmers
and parents of school children who had
to leave home In the dark, led to repeal
10 months later.
In 1975, eight months of daylight time
became the law of most of the land. It
reverted to a- six-rnonth schedule- tns ave
r
e trigh, eg
come along calling for a seven-month
period, but so far none have drawn
much support.
So check your local listings for further changes. It's all a matter of time

.
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Senior Citizens

The
Pottertawn
•Homemakers Club has
planned a special meeting at
Brandon Springs in the Land
Between the Lakes on Wed•-•nesday, ,aday 10 with the
group to meet at the parking
let of Big K promptly at nine
a.m. to go to Brandon Springs.
Persons may call the club
Visitors were the Rev. Dr. president, Ola Outland, for
and Mrs. James Fisher, the further information.
Plans for the May meeting
Rev. Bob Farless, Autry
were
made at the April 12th
'Lange, Melissa Jo Baker,
Lottie Parker, and Christine meeting held at the Colonial
House Smorgasberd with
Thurman. , .
•

Lurie Cooper reading thescripture from Solomon 2:11Attorney-At-Law
Local
12 and giving comments on
Donald Jones as the guest
"The Beauty of Spring." .
—speaker at the regular
Alderslice distributed
meeting of The National
Idbitlets and gave a' very_
•
Secretaries Association
interesting talk on "Land(International) held in March.
seeping."
_
Jones, who was introduced by
Sonia were led by Lurene
Angela
Camp, murns with lighted candles.
Miss
Cooper, song leader, with daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Forty-five persons attended his secretary and NSA
member, Linda Chadwick,
Louise Short as pianist. Jerry Camp, who will be or sent gifts.
The Golden 'Age Club will
spoke on Kentucky's No-Fault
Games were led by Dorothy married to Tony McClure, son
Mrs.
Mrs.
Holland,
Porter
meet Friday, May 5, at the
Simon, recreational leader. • of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bill McClure, Mrs. Bernice Insurance, what it does and
-First
Baptist
Church
Announcements were made - , McClure, on April 28 has been Wisehart, Mrs. Hoyt McClure, does not do.
Fellowship Hall instead of the
of the County Arts and Crafta- - honored at several prenuptial and Mrs. James Geurin were
Jones received his license to
First United Methodist
and International Day on events,
practice law in Kansas in 1966
for
a
household
the
hostesses
Church.
Xpril 19; tasty luncheon on
A household shower was shower held at the .Federal
Members have been invited
April 27; state homemakers held March 31. at the home of Loaa_and Savings Community
to participate in • the World
meeting May 17-19.
- --.-srs Mrs. Gary ?,4eClard. Beautiful Room on April 6.Dst of Prayer'program and
Nineteen members an- corsages were presented to
was
The
bride-elect
_ potluck luncheon to be held at
sWered the roll calr
of
cofsage
honoree
andtheinothers.
a
die
presented
with
the Baptist Church Fellowship
'What they like about spring - The table was overlaid with blue daisy mums. The
- Hall ask that day.The program '
- besides heisaesleaning." FOUr---11 white lace dells WW1 theAliOiller-as ATM _41,116811tvd•
tMtirnendthe
The
Goshen
linited the diSerict organliaTan visitors
were
Pauline centerpiece being a silver corsages of whiterAaisy
• luncheon, will be served at . Methodist
Church Women met urging attendance at district McCauley, Mrs. Norris container beautifully .mums.
_ 11:30 a.m.
Wednesday, April 5, at seven meetings and participation in.. .Fabley;•--Iseena Erwin, and erranged_wittiyellow jonquils, . The _table was oyerlaid with
• 7th -Meeting and- p.m. at the ehurel with the all phases ofThe work Of lie _Mrs. Muriel Wright,the latter
candles,and greenery.
_. a white lace cloth and the
- potluck luncheon of the Golden group singing -At
the Cross" United Methodist Women.
becoming a new member.
held_bape
The -,hostesses _were
cepter
'Age 'Club was • held at the with Jo Reeder as pianist. .'
5i
- iene Riibrafi, preirderit, Reba
itiber-ii- was -- Glen Stabblefield
with
daisies
white
Mrs,
and
_
--social-hall of the First United
miss
bniina
Rhode‘;present introduced
far fle
.prnieris,
Tonya
speaker
and welcattaid - back after—her 'r George Roberts, Mrs. John- greenery.
Minnaread 'the. speaking the
Methodist Church with Ethel scripture
from I Corinthians presided at the meeting with recent illness. A get well card Bucy, and Mrs. Gary
Forty-four persons were
, Birdie Parker, Cahsta 13 for
the Meditation on Glenda Wilson, secretary, and was signed to send to Robbie McClard.
present or sent gifts.
-Clanton, Thelma Parker, and -Love,"
followed by prayer by Anna Wright, treasurer, Harrison, St. Joseph Hospital
A shower was held on April
Forty persons were present
Bill Marose in charge of the Agnes Watson.
giving reports.
West, 15855 - 1R Mile Road, Mt. . or sent gifts.
_. 15 at the home of Mrs. Robert
_
arrangements.
Clemoni,Mich,411044.
A tzra
c
i
held
t April 1,atthe Thoniton in White Haven,
Those attending were at the paris District united conunfttee, _ Agnes watsoh
.•
Ruby Taelcer; Olit Outland,- - Tria
,
-With Mrs, Mississippi.
gessals' -and- AlesEtames---244--.114elhocriat - Waffle:if;
announced that some new Shirlik Warts, and -Dorothy • Jimtny -110 linion," Mrs. A corsage of blue roses was
Marose, Harold Marvin, guest speaker
Donald Jones
and gave An equipment and supplies had Simon were recognized as Charles Lamb,Mrs.Dan Wall, .presented to the bride-elect.
Clarence Hortoe,4 Roger interesting talk
on the work of - been bought for the nursery. having birthdays in April.
was
presented
a
Mrs.
Ronnie
Her
mother
and
Thornton
as
and
in
Kentucky
in 1968. Since
Burg** Joe Carben,
_ At the request of Tonya
May lessons and club hostesses, who presented the corsage of white roses.-- 1968, he has been practicing
McLesnore, Ted- &header,
r)
'
Elkins, the women agreed to leaders- will be -Life; You
The centerpiece was a law in Murray. He also served
honoree with a corsaae of blue
Paul Kingins; Mesdames
supply nursery workers Save" on April 26, BLanshe silk roses.
miniature bride.
•
as City Prosecuting Attorney
Ethel See, Thelma Parker,
•.
• duruig worship services each Larson;' "Make Your Voice .. The _mothers, Mrs.. Camp _ Hostesses were Mrs..Freddy -for -two years, and as an
-Eunice Shekel, Floy Caldwell,
:SundaY.
Heard" on April 27 and "How and Mrs. McClure, had cor- Owen and Mrs. Robert Associate
Professor of
• Tennessee Outland, Artis
Ruth Wilson led the closing To Write Your Congressmen," sages of white silk roses.
Thornton.. Sixteen persons Business Law at Murray State
Fuqua, Sadie Harrell, Naoma
prayer. Refreshments were Iva Alford; "Tole Painting,"
The table was overlaid with attended.
for six years.
Scwalm, Hildred Sharp, Ovie
Ellia and_ Rosetta
served
__by
Viva
Zimmerman.;
white lace cloth The cen-Sue-Galloway,-Lucille Rollins,
Tonya Elkins to eighteen 4LanctSCape," Lucy Alder- terpiece was blue and white
Maudene Butterworth, Calista
The home of Patsy Pittman -members and four visitors.
dice.
Clanton, and Birdie Parker.
was the scene of the meeting
.
oro
— -Wacies-b
of the New Providence
•
_Bacisemakers Club held on
April 11, at one p.m.
• -with Mrs. Pittman, President,
presided.'
eel*

Miss Donna Rhodes-Speakst oshen-Womeiellffeet

i-atsN- rIttman is
H-ostess
- - yor
---N-etv

Providence Meet.

-

Club
R
ettred Teachers Holds Meeting At
To Hold Workshop The Palmer Home

Miludie;KennertY
gave
'Mrs. David Palmer opened
For
on
lesson
theMrs• her new home for the
ion followed
Living." A
this very-. interesting and in- - A "Workshop for Retired president;
Dolly Wadesboro Homemakers Club
Miss
_
formative lesson.
Teachers- len' be conducted Gillihan, Kevil, 'assistant meeting on April 18 at 1;30
"Beauty hf Spring" was the by State and District officials director of the NRTA. Ernest p.m.
The president, Mrs. Lowell
subject of the devotion given at a breakfast meeting of Clark, Fulton, will answer
Palmer
presided.
Thirteen
by Iris Casteel.
Calloway ,Retired Teachers questions relative` to im-7
Plans were made to attend a
members answered the roll Monday morning, May 8, at 9 surance regulations and
tastee luncheon on April 27 at
call with "what she likes best o'clock, at Colonial House benefits for retired teachers.
about spring." Bonicha Smorgaabord..
Dr. Ruby . E. Smith, the Murray Methodist Church.
Williams thanked the club for
Dr.
Matt Sparkman, program chairperson of the The luncheon will be from 11
the flowers sent it the birth of president of the Calloway Calloway group, has an- a.m. to 1 p.m.
Mrs. Wayne Hardie gave the
her baby:
Retired Teachers Association, nounced that Mrs. James
Beth Falwell directed the said the workshop meeting on Carlin will present a short male lesson on "Tips For--islay.itwould-taka-thei)laca4V-zwitisin-pregraraterAba-bseak--__LiYAI::' EvrY.9!_le _enjoyed_
gamea-withiris C.qteei andher discueeinn on beiv to reactFonder ilrogast-eit leinnerals-the scheduled meeting on imse-fast. --.
-served
refreshhostess
The
5.
Reservations for the break- in case of' emergencies, a
.
ments.
- On the program for the fast ($3) may be made with spokesman said.
Others present were: Mrs.
The next meeting will be Workshop. May 8 are the Mrs: Jo Nell Rayburn.
held Tuesday, May 9, at one following: Clyde Lassiter, President Sparkman said the Clarence Culver, Mrs_ Audraa_
p.m. at the home of Dorval state president of the RTA; telephone committee will call Futrell, Mrs. Gladys Mitchell,
Hendon.
Dr. Harry Sparks, president- all members before the Mrs. Gusts Conner, Mrs.
elect of the state group; Mrs. meeting, and reservations' Baron Palmer, Mrs. Max
• Hurt, Mrs'.-Wes Fulton, Mrs..
Ted Martin, Cadiz, district may be made at that time.
Recently elected officers of Walter Fueler, and Mrs.
the Calloway Teachers are: Clinton Burchett.
The next meeting will be in
Dr. Sparkman, president;
Jack Gardner, vic president; the home of Mrs. Wes Fulton
Thyra Crawford, treasurer;, on May 17 at 1:30 p.m.
McCamish, 'Night In Gay
at
and- Mavis

Ruth Warren Group

Antiques
Collector's Prints
1-Unfinished Desk
14" or 30" Bar Stools
Macrame Hangers
Flower Pots
Planter Poles
Glassware
Marble Quotes
Easels
Shith

Sod

In a beau)
ceremony, Mi
Miller, daugt
Mrs. Joe '
Murray, heca
Van Dusen Hi
Mr. and M
Haverstock,
Ohio, on Si
.fourth at 6:30
Baptist - Chia
The Rev. I
Dodson offici.
''John Bowke
program of
including "
Perfect
Martin; ."Prie
Gounod; 11Je:

Gave Me Yot
The cerem
the candle lis
Lasater and J
organist p
Kemmer's
Night."
Three vocz
Vernon Shov
-,-Livingston'a
Neyer,': and,
ceremony,
- Prayer" by
organ selet
"Lara's T1
"Wedding
Purcell's
tary," and
Choru
by-Wagner al
"Wedding M,
The vows .
at the altar ti
emerald gfi
crowned wit
white snit]
mums, hea
denies.
The fami
marked with
with Arpazoi
and smdax
satin bows
throughout I
decorated wi
in brass lam
baby's brea
miniature es
Brid

Unwrap and Rewrap?- When you bring your favorite beef cuts home from the
market, take proper care of
them to insure safe sioiage.'
flie-transplifent-wrap-errpadraged meat is. fine for short
steely". It is designed for maintainft the stuality of meat for
refrigerator storage for one to
two days. For longer Storage,
overwrap or rewrap beef cuts
in freezer paper and,Here in the freezer at 0°F. or less,
advises the National Live Stock
and Meat Board.

WIN

-

Ckisft-11.0k/4-Tuesday,
At cum,

The Lydian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church. of Murray held its
regular spring class meeting
on Tuesday, April 11, at seven
p.m. in the fellowship hall.
Louise Swann presented the
-devotional entitled ''Spring."
Refreshments were served by
groups one and *a of the
„class.
, Members attending were:
Mesdames Liurine Andus
'
Elvie Billingtoa, Lurlene
. MitFarrts_,_
Farris, Rope Fox, Zana
Hoover, Novella Morgan, Ann
_Napier, Cleo Redden,Frances
Roberts, Moela Smith,
Mildred Story, Louise Swan.
Leone Travis and Melba
Ward.

e..04-s'e..A6'
,

In addition, Jones developed
and advised the Woolsack
Club's the first legal fraternity
at Milimay State,' and
developed and was advisor to
the pre-legal program also. He
is a member of the National
Council of Juvenile Court
Judges, Delta Theta Phi legal
fraternity.
The business portion of the
meeting was presided by
Anita
Thomas,
CPS,
president, and Secretary of
the Year Chairman, Joyce,
Haley, announced the names
ef the- NSA fialialL.
Secretary of the Year. Those
finalists-are Linda Chadwick,
Melva
Hatcher, Doris
Rowland,CPSAnita Thomas,
C?S,and Mia
Carol Sims, secretary to
Bobby Manning of the Bank of
Murray;- is chairman of this-year's Secretaries Week being
observed-April 24-28.-

Miss Angela-Camp Honored
At Several Bridal Events

Golden Age club Will
Meet, Baptist Church -

PAGE 3 ME All

Attorney Jones Speaks
At Secretaries Meet

Pottertown Homemakers Club To
Go To Brandon Springs In LBL

20% off
25%
20% el
$11.85

Hears Program By

Paree.

Mary Armstrong The kuth'Virarren Group of
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church met at the church for
the April 11 meeting.
The meeting was opened
with the reading of Ezekiel 3426 by Carol Turner and the
presentation of the Calendar
of Prayer entitled "Raindrops
- Promises" by Judy
Smotherrnan, with each one
present participating.
Mary Arinstroig gave a
summation of "God's Work in
Ethopia," followed by a brief
business session' and refreshments being served by Phyllis
Whitney, president.
Members attending included Phyllis Whitney, Patsy
Neale, Mary Armstrong, Judy
Smothenhan, Carol Turner,
Sharilyn Wisehart, Carolyn
Carroll, ,Ava Watkins, and
Martha Covey.

ecb

30% off
$1.00 cod
sot
,
di Group 1/2 ,cite
25% „If
25% „If
;pedal turoup 1/2 „,,,,
And More!

Planned- By The Guild

MATTIS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Mattis,
2212 Gatesbor0 Circle,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Jeffrey Martin,
weighing six pounds 5s2
ounces, measuring 19S2 inches, born on Friday, April 14,
at 11:09 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Steven Peter, age 242. The
father is a sales executive for
Batesville Casket Company.

. Members of St. Leo's
Woman's Guild will have a
"Night in Gay Paree" on,
Tuesday, May 2, at 6:30 p.m.
in Gleason Hall. Husbands and
prospective members -will be
guests. '
A fashion show and impromptu. musical program
will follow the French menu.
Members of the guild will
receive holy communion at
the 11 o'clock mass on Sunday,
May 7, at St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

OUTLET SOWINGS
End Of Ilion& Sale
SVVEATERS
°, Crew Neck
'Cowl Neck
Jackets
Pullovers

9S 60M 241.

80°

8S 25M lit $150
2s 7m at $300

The

,

los

TOM 2L $300

•

Cowl Neck
Boat Neck

725 56M 754
4S 15M

$1"

SKIRTS
•

Asst. Styles S, Sizes
Skirt &

•
---------------..
-.Only 9 Left $'200

Shawl Sets

Only 22 lett $300

Blouses
"What Else" Prints 50967M 91.
Pants

2/5300

Corduroy, Asst. Styles & Color
39-5, 32-7, 45-9, 13-11, 7-13
leers Mom.-Sat. 11-8 Seedily 1-5

$300

•

HANOLDE'S
OUTLET-STORE
OLYMPIC PLAZA IN MURRAY KY.
OUTILEIr PRICES

brE

marriage by
a gown of v
.a_d__chiffon
Victorian ts
bodice of Ale
with crystal
pearls. Bishi
overlaid wit
chiffon wen
wrist with
alecon lace
crystal bead
A-line skirt
train and ho
with a deep
ching lace. 1
of French ill
with white s
to a Juliet ci
She carril
phalaenoj
stephara5tis,
and amazi
draped wi
strand of pe
satin stream
knots.
Attending
of horror
Whitford,
Bridesmaid:
Kennedy,
Parker, Mi
Miss Lisa N

sues T111116

Grandparents are Mrt,
Catherine VanNiman of
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Mattis of
Batesville, Ind.

1959 New York City
The battleground was Rock and Roll

Truck Load Sale

-Save 10% to 20%
On Every Vacuum

tA I

Paul Winslow's
Olympic Plaza,

R

‘'

Paul Winslow's Specializes
,In Repairand Parts Attachments
• .,
-

'
'Hoses
•Motors

*Brush Stripe

•"fltters

•

•Brushes

•

•

Tbro II/11
17:15,9:30 I

C
bo

"FEMALE RESPONSE"(R)
"SWEDISII FLY GIRLS"(R)
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Russell's Chapel United
Meth*odist-Women_Meet

New Concord Club
Holds Rekidar Meet

In a beautiful candlelight
ceremony, Miss Marcia Gaye
Miller, daughter. of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Tipton Miller,
Murray, became the bride of
Van Dusen Haverstock, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer J.
Haverstock, of Mansfield,
Ohio, on Saturday, March
fourth at 6:30 p.m. atthe First
Baptist -Church in Murray.
The Rev. Dr. Samuel E.
Dodson officiated.
"Matt asserraled-,-IVIris.
_jolui Bowker presented a
program of nrgan musk,
including "Prelude on 0
Perfect _-_ Love," Barnby-,
Martin; "Meditation," BachGounod;"Jesu, Joy of Man's
Desiring,_t_Bach;....and
Gave Me You," Kaiser-Page.
Tile ceremony-began with
the candle lighting by Dayton
Lasater and Jun Berrill as the
organist played BohmKemmer's "Calm as the
Night."
Three vocal solos by Mrs.
Vernon %awn_ _were __Inlarf

Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
business
the
The United Methodist .During
president, presided at the
Thursday, April 27
Ftiday,April 28
was held
discussion
meeting,
of
Women
Chapel
Rulsell
Zeta Department,_ Murray
Oak Grove Cumberland meeting of the New Concord
concerning the prospects of
Church
met
the
at
church
on
at
meet
held
on
Club
Homemakers
will
Woman's Club,
Presbyterian Church Puprildil:g.with Lavine Carter finishing the construction of
Arpesi
7:30 p.m. at the club house peteers will kresent a Wednesday, April 12, at eleven p
the front entrance to the
guest
Stockade.
as
Sirloin
the
at
a.m.
Apperson
with Walt
program at seven p.m. at the
Selected
Bible readings church. The group planned a
The president read notes on
speaker.
Kirksey United Methodist
by
were
read
Edith McKinzie fish fry and potluck supper to
and
shrubs
pruning
flowering
Church.
or
the
devotional
followed by be held on June 8.
vegetable garden planting.
Murray Sub-District United
The program was continued
a
prayer.
at
on
meet
"Plants
and
reports
Lesson
will
Methodist Youth
Auction benefit sale for
Klara Wutzke,leading the
with
Toni
Hopson
read
the
the Murray First Church at Calloway County Fire and Plans For Kentucky Yards"
study of Chapter 3 of Luke.
and
minutes
gave
the,
members.
to
given
were
seven p.m.
Rescue Squad will be held at
Lucy Alderdice- served
Mrs._tlainey Loving led the treasurer's report. Roll was
the building on South Fourth
•
refreshments.
by
answered
Lucy
Alderdice,
will
Mrs.
recreational
Club
period.
Wranglers Riding
Street starting at6:30 p.m.
will
meeting
the
8
May
On
Levine
Caw
,,
ldk
r
i
e
e
t
i
r
ll
Dorla
K
e
crinf
W1
a
y
r
utze
Effie Edwards read the
meet at seven p.m. at the club.
held at the home of Dolly
be
Lorenz,
finanthe
gave
house.
and
minutes
Note change from court
Saturday, April 29
Lorenz with Dorothy obieski
Dog wash by Murray State cial report. Each member Carrie Hicks, Cecelia Noonan,
assisting as hostess. The study
v
Eth
ele
-by
call
roll
the
answered
serate
,-RtreNtsterinarY
altr
e * of Chapter 4 of the book of
!
be on patio of Stu ent Union Club will be held &pm eight telling what' she likes best - Wilkensoh, dIth McKinzi
Luke will be held ,by Klara
Building, Murray alga- -man. to noon -at -the West about spring other than spring and Dorothy Sobieski. .
Wutdte.
9:30
to
eight
University, from
Kentucky Livestock and cleaning.
p.m. Open to public.
iidd
Flev,eekinembeea_
•
-gxposition.- Center. For information call 759-1478 or 767- -guest, Mnt Estelle-Spice's:id,were present.
_ Baritane recital by Norman. gat
The next meeting will be-' L Pack Eldorado,- M.,- will
-ThltronirnesdayjittirliVid
-Lavine Carter directed the devotion reading scripture
Skate-A-Then for Kentucky
Recital Hall: Price Doyle Pine Association of Retarded one p.m. at the home of Mrs. program on "Health Care from Micah 4:14 and' Phil.
Arts Center, MS17. •
Citizens will be held afihe I:Farrell Mitchell:
•Ministries In Nigeria" at the 1:1-11. Names of .the
meeting of the Baptist Women missionaries having Birthdays
Lynn GrfAre Miller Rink from
Concert by Murray State eight a.m.to nine p.m.
of the Elm Grove' Baptist on that day were read. Mrs.
University Brass Choir will
Church held,on Tuesday, April Burkeen, president, presided
begin at 8:15 p.m. in Old , Chicken dinner, sponsored
11, at 1:30 p.m. at the-church. with reports given by Juanita
-Recital Hall, Price DoyliFine by the Knights of Columbus of
Those present and taking Lee, secretary, and Letha
Arts Center, MSU. No charge • St. Len's Catholic Church will
part on the program were Oassey, treasurer.
.
and public is invited.
Jimmie Lee Carrnichseri-1---__Zighteeruouu11ows. were
isa baktirtinm nogn six p.m
Bobbie llurkeen, Juanita Lee, made and takerrlothe patients
-iorith costs being adults, $2.50,
pan Kelly was .eketed as - Letha Coasey, Zella Futrell, at the Weitview Nursing
children 7 to 12, $1.50; and
Thursday, April 27'
preSident of the East Calloway_
Executive Night Banquet under seven free. Persons are Elementary School Parent- Mildred Cook, Tennessee Home.
The next meeting will be
Outland, June Crider, Floy
National
church
the
asked to come to
for Murray Chapter
Teacher Club'for the 1978-79 Caldwell,and Eunice Shekel, held May 10 at 1:30 p.m. at the Secretaries Association will parking lot.
Haverstock
year at ,he meeting held
Mrs. Crider gave the church.
Woman's
be at the Murray
April 20, at the
Thursday,
god baby's breath. On Club House at ,6,,30 p.m1.with
Smorgasbord meal will be,
school.--- either'end Of the table, seiren Ray Corns as speaker.served by the Independence
Other officers elected were*,
entbranched candelabra,
United Methodist Church
vicePeeler,
Leland
wined with smilax and catWomen at the church starting
McClard,
Carol
president;
Friday, April 28
Ueya orchids, were used.
at 'six p.m. The public is in_-_ .
secretary; Penny- Kelly,Murray Chapter of National vited.
The bride's table was
treasurer; Carol Boer:,
Retired
of
overlaid with a three tiered, Association
_
reporter.
white eyelet cloth and cen- Federal Employees will meet
Murray State Univereity'
will
officers
new
The,
tered with a five tiered at the executive room of Alumni weekend honoring
last
wedding cake decorated with Woodmen of the World classes of 1928 and 1953 will asvihie the duties at the
held
be
to
meeting
,
vrc
fresh flowers. •
building at, 9:30 a.m. with begin at 11:30 a.m. in Winslow
Individual tables were James L. Johnson as speaker. Cafeteria. Other events are Thursday, May 18. A potluck
dinner will be served.
overlaid with eyelet cloths
scheduled throughout the -day
decorated with hurricane
Luncheon honoring 1978* and evening.
4.
lamps and fresh flowers were Secretary of the Year and
used throughout the room.
Boss of the Year will be held
Racer football clinic for
•Deep-cleaning action
Rice bags were distributed by the Murray Chapter of area high school coaches will
-3-:position carpet adjustment
•
Secretaries be from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
to the guests by Miss Kaylin National
•
Full time edge-cleaning ,
Haverstock, niece of the Association at the Holiday Inn at Murray State University.
groom.
at twelve noon.
Maxine Scott was hostess,
Hostesses of the reception
Saturday, April 29
the meeting of the Pacers
for
were Mrs. John Quertermous,
Pancake breakfast by
Piano recital by Renee Murray High School Student Homemakers Club held on
Mrs. Tonunye Taylor, and
Mrs. Marshall Garland. They Johnston Kelly, Marysville, Council will be held from six to Wednesday, April 12, at her
were Assisted by Mrs. Gary Ohio, will be at 4:30 p.m., eleven a.m. in the cafeteria of home.
Haverstock, Miss Becky French horn recital by Vickie the school. Cost will be 81.50"Tips For Living" was the
Wilson, Mrs. Bill Swift, Miss Hays, Ledbetter, will be at for all one can eat and lesson presented by Mrs.
Beverly Robinson, and Miss seven p.m., and a cello recital children under six free.
Scott. Fay Jacks demonLisa Rusacil, allot Murray:- by Susan Carp, 'Martin; Tn.,
strated the craft lesson' on
Habecker. will be at 8:15 p.m., all in the
Trina
Miss
"Counted Cross-Stitch."
Sunday, April 30
Washington, Ill.; Miss Jamie' Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Officers elected for the next
Soprano recital by Debbie
Frank, Central City; Mrs. Red Doyle Fine Arts Center,
include Maxine Scott,
year
'Burke, Merrilville, Ind., will
Pryer, Paducah.
Murray State University.
Fay Jacks, vicepresident;
begin at two p.m., and a
Following the reception, the
Wilma Beatty,
president;
soprano recital by Ann- R.
West Kentucky Future
couple left for a wedding trip
treasurer.
secretaryLogue will begin at 130 p.m.,
to Sarasota, Florida. The Farmers of America Field
During the social hour Mrs.
both in the Farrell Recital
bride wore a two piece navy, Day will be at the Murray
served refreshments to
Scott
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
lightweight wool, gabardine State University farm starting '
members and two
seven
Center, MSU.
suit fashioned with dirndl skirt at 8:30a.m.
visitors.
and crop jacket. Her acThe next meeting will be
Murray State baseball
cessnries were camel.
on Wednesday, May 10, at
held
Exhibits opening at the Racers will meet Snuthern 9:30 a.m. at the home of Lola
Mr. and Mrs. Haverstock
Illinois University in a single
are now at home in Murray, Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
at Reagan Field star- Hum.
game
Center,
Arts
Fine
Doyle
where Mr. Haverstock is
at
p.m.
ting
three
associated with Purdom and Murray State University, will
exhibit
three-dimensional
Win our FREE ,
Win our FREE
Thurman Insurance and Mrs. be a
Caribbean Cruise
Caribbean Cruise
Haverstock is employed at. by Shirley E. Walk, Radcliffe,
paintings and drawings by
The Place.
Out of town guests included Alice Ann Henderson, Ripley,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Tn., and weavings and textiles
Haverstock, Huntington, Pa.; by Joyce Jean, Owensboro.
Mrs. Elmer C. Haverstock They will continue through
and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas May 10.
PATIENT AT 'PADUCAH
Imes, York, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Larry Bohannon of
from
Harold High, Clearwater, Shopping for senior citizens Kirksey Route One has been
Kleinman, will be held with persons to dismissed from the Western
Gary
Fla.;
Delaware, Ohio; Tom Jolly, call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Columbus, Ohio; Bob Walton, transportation.
Marion, Ohio; Bob Eadie,
Vance AFB, Okla.; Dave
Crandall. Iowa University,
Iowa; Doug Moore. Trenton,
N. J.: Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Douglas, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Sills, Dover, Tn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Robbins Mitchell
and Miss Meg Mitchell, Paris,
Tn.; Mr. and Mrs. David
Alexander, Lexington; Mr.
and Mrs. May Miner and
Frank Miller, Benton; Edwin
McIntyre, Calvert City; Rod
Pryer, Paducah; Albert Beth,
Nashville, Tn.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. E
J
Haverstock of Mansfield,
Ohio, parents of the groom,
hosted the rehearsal dinner
for the bridal party held at the
University Branch ot the Bank
of Murray.

Discussed.At-Elm Grrrve Meeting

Livingston:5 rjThe Twelfth of
Never:: anZ,Itt the end of the
ceremony, "The Lord's
Prayer" by Malotte. Other
organ selections included
Mrs. Van Dusen
"Lara's Theme," Jerre;
"Wedding Sells," Peele; Murray;
Purcell's "Trumtiet V6lun- Nashville, Tn., and Miss
tary," and the traditional Karen Miller, Henderson.
wore
attendants
The
Bridil Chorus from Lohengrin
by Wagner and Mendelmohn't -identical gowns of silk chiffon
• ' in persimmon fashioned with
"Wedding March."
The vows were exchanged a halter neckline and soft
at the altar under a canopy of 'óllar falling into an elbow
emerald gfeen Jade leaves length cape. The A-line skirt
crowned with a cascade of featured three wrap circle
white snapdragons, fuji tiers. Their headpieces were
mums, heather and gar- of amazon lilies, rubrum,
smilax, and were centered
denias.
with a sonia rose. They
were
pews
The family
marked with hurricane lamps, carried cascade bouquets of
with Amazon lilies, heather, matching flowers..
The mother 4 the bride,
and smilax tied with white
Miller, wore a formal
Mrs.
pews
satin bows. Other
throughout the church were gown of aquamarine matte
decorated with burning tapers jersey overlaid with a chiffon
in brass lamps entwined with floor length scarf. The
baby's breath, heather, and neckline and. long sleeves
were accented with crystal
miniature carnations.
beads.
Bride's Dress
Mrs-. Haverstock. mother of
, The bride, given in
marriage by her father, wore the groom, wore a formal
a gown of white English net gown of twilight blue lace
and chiffon styledi, with a fashitined with an empire
jjj
ind A-line Skirt -toeVictorian neck and empire
bodice of Alecon lace accented dered with matching lace.
Harold Doran of Murray
with crystal beads and seed
pearls. Bishop sleeves of lace served the groom as best man.
overlaid with softly gathered The groomsmen were Gary
chiffon were caught at the Haverstock, Rick Miller, and
wrist with a wide band of Dayton Lasater, all of
alecon lace embroidered with Murray; Ron Haverstock,
crystal beads and pearls. The Indianapolis, Ind.; David
A-line skirt fell into a chapel Jolley, Hershey, Pa.; Jim
train and both were enhanced Berrill, Lexington.
Ushers were Ken Kadel, St.
with a deep border of matMo.; Doug Bennington,
Louis,
veil
matching
The
lace.
ching
of French illusion was banded New York, and Flip Vogel
with white satin and attached Hartford, Conn.
Registering the wedding
to a Juliet cap of silk flowers.
were Miss Nancy Sills,
guests
of
cascade
a
carried
She
phalaenopsis orchids, Dover, Tn., and' Miss Donna
stepharhtitis, baby's breath, McCord, Murray. Director of
and amazon lilies softly the wedding was Mrs. - Allen
draped with a cathedral Russell.
Reception
strand of pearls and tied with
following the
Immediately
love
in
caught
streamers
satin
ceremony, a buffet reception
knots.
Attending the bride as maid was held at the Murray
of honor was Miss Julie Woman's Club.
The buffet table was cenMurray.
of
Whitford,
Bridesmaids were Miss Karen tered with a silver, five tiered,
Kennedy, Miss Beverly mock fountain of flowers of
Parker, Mrs. Rick Miller. amazon lilies, sonia roses,
Miss Lisa McReynolds, all of lady slipper orchids, cattleya,

--

Scott Home Scene
OfPacers'Meet

Frances Denney

SIMITS

the green door
Dixieland Center

Chestnut Street

Peking carved lacquer-ware, one
of China's traditional arts and crafts,
originated in the Han Dynasty and
has been handed down from
generation to generation.
, Copper is usually used for the
body on which tens of layers of
lacquer are coated, sometimes as
much as 200 layers! Then on the
lacquered layers attractive designs
are carved by Artisans, cunning
knifework. We have lovely
decorative plates, vases and boxes
in the popular Cinnebar ted. A
precious. piece of artwork to he
cherished by each generation of
your family. Reasonably priced.
Open 10 a.m.-S p.m.

A

Vinnie, Ream. Hoxle.was the
first woman to sculpt a statue
for the Capitol building
in Washington. Paid $10,000
after Lincoln's assassination,
she said the only complai
she ever got was
at
Lincoln looked b.ttrin her
Statue than "'r eel life

26.00 value'

•slim
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Your Individual
Horoscope -

Let's Stay Weil
-

High Heels Potentially Harmful

TO- UP 1111

Fraaces Drake

Mall••••••••

By PJ L Blasingarne. M.D.

FOR FRIDAY,APRIL 28, 1978
What kind of day will
liseserrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
Oven for your birth Sign.

vention, sculpture, literature
and the entertainment fields are
strongly represented in Taurus.
Btrthdate of. James Monroe,
Sth Pres., 1J.S.7..

Q: Mrs. B.X. writes that.
her teen-age daughter
wants to wear shoes with
very high'heels. She wants
them because most of her

girlfriends are- wearing
such heels. Also, she wants appearance. They place ager. At her age, she
the feet during weight should avoid the possibility
to appear taller.
bearing into an abnormal of harming her feet and
A: High heels are worn
largely for the sake of .position (plantar flexion). spine by regular use of
ARIES
This position throws much
high heels. If she is to use
.
.
YA
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
of the body weight forward- them, they should be Worn
Your emits perceptiveness
to the front of the nuetatar- only on relatively brief,
will improve a great asaet now.
sal bones. These are
special occasions.
Through it, you will get a brand
new slant on a pmaling job
smaller than the larger
-Anxiety about her lack of
situation.
bones in the'back part of
height is a separate matter'
TAURUS
the foot and more subject
and can best treated by
1 14 017.
(Apr. 21 to May 21):
to irrjury. The ankle joint is
means other than high
••=-- An suspicions Periocl.„If you
...lass-stable-when-the heel-is-- heels.
co--everyday
--eloaperaU inaiell-Y: you -Can
-elevated
tO
11
high
position,
of
life
fact
that
many pertime
and
lost
any
up
for
make
.
subjecting-the-joint to-pp- sons-of-short stature-are
----break through any new barriers
Mom irid. Me:
tential sprains.
..: .
'considered beautiful and
to attainment. Personal
-Often, shoes are narrow __Iiy_e _coMfortable- healthy,
relationaltijai_bighly favored.
'
_
anT4-7cau5e -pressure -.and
GEMINI _
happy lives_ 4.t. certain
.Jss
to
friction on the skin and
height isnot essential to be
21)nall"
DEAR ABBY:I am.normal 16-yaar•ald girl with'very - (May 22 Mt wuketlY
bones, resulting hr-corns
as You
attractive, effective and
"mai'
strict parents. The only time I get away from home is to
met_
and__later_hunions,---esPe--.---/evahle,Thesefeatures a
-y-gfrifrierul:Cuid-then I run With advantages, anyway .- if
spend the weekend with m
daily when the foot, is
more apparent when a perareas.
an
for
in
busted
carefully
pot
I've
been
or
inos
crowd.
'gone
never
a pretty wad
I
I • fnewArf: tow.ef:
-Felatiyely-kree of
?all thos(Werliskl- a guy, but most of my girtfriencirhaveam,____
toes while -holding up the
anxiety arid occupied in an
and Lknoirr that a girl is judged by the company she keeps. • (June '22 to Jul,'231-e
body weight.
_ :integrated, useful life withInfluences somewhat adI finallyegot a date with a decent boy for a change, and I
High heels till the pelvis
out. being unduly connegotiations
certain
verse.
got
me
If
All
from
was
he
a
acted as nice as I knew how.
forward, increasing the
cerned about the height-of
good-night kiss. After two dates, he,stopped calling me. He are pending, try to postpone
forward curve of the spine - the heels of her shoes.•-•
must have heard about my reputation and it scared him decisions until- Monday, when
In
the small of the back
propitious.
more
be
will
aspects
off.
(lumbar region). This Cur;
know-tkat I'm really not that LEO.Abby, bow coil
g
--bad-And-4110---1-baxe-A-albirePlataltkettatALbecause of my (July 114 to-Aug. 23,44:
are- -requires-- corre--1Wratilt
friends? i him him vary much and wonder if you can help
--Iponding
changes in the
areas, but you are made of the
•
me get. bin' s'bock?
spine, in -the chest (forat
the
collapse
drawl
stuff
that
-BROWN EYES-BLUE
ward thrust of the ihoul):
-first sign of oppo4tion or
.
ATTENDING THE World friendshio Club potluck supper held on March 31 at the
ders), and neck regions seficulty. Be your NIophic.al DEAR BLUE: Unfortunately, a reputation can be self.
compensate for the exaghome of Mrs. Gary Ferguson were, left to right, standing, Jimmy Karvounis, Greece;
damaged overeat/ht. but it can't be repaired that fast. You VIRGO
gerated curve in the lumTaiwan.
Jessie
Mathew,
Ou,
Daisy
Jeng
Ketty
India;
and
Mene
Coskuner,
Turkew.laki
earned your reputation, so now you'd better set about
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
bar region.
IWyounis, Greece; Ola Mae Roberts, Cherry Corner Espie Von Ameringen,Philippines;
living it down and building up • new one.
Don't hesitate to take up
While you failed to men- The bitter orange was ths
Buchanan,
Gladys
Sachiko
Ferguson,
Nicaragua;
staying
stlittly
Japan; Fataneb Shayegan, Iran; Edith
Only by consistent good behavior and
apprenticeship in somethiat
tion the age-of-your daugh- only kind known in Europe
Noffsinger, Murray; sitting, Helen Karvounis, Greece; Monica Walston, Germany; Marta
away fro "bad' company can you prove to people that new if it is worthwhile, no
ter, her bones will continue until after 1500 A.D. It was
matter what your age. No °tie' Adrian°. Brazil. Not pictured is Grade Erwin, IGrksey.
you area't the kind of girl they thought you were.
to grow since-she is a teen- aused as a seasoning, not as.
has a monopoly on self- •
fruit
DE-------ADT3Yr-Wii were given a dog as ijift, aIU imProvemeni
LIBRA
everything is just fine, except for one matter:
After we have dinner, my husband gives the dog his (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Aein
Mak,your schedule allexible
plate to lick clean.
I think this is a disgusting practice that could be one. There are possibilities of
dangerous to our health. My husband says that as long as • changes sad variations in
situations fici
- all
all the dishes go into the automatic dishwasher and are certain , to
beneficial.
rinsed in boiling water; it doesn't make any-difference.; SCORPIO
Fewiltsthg be
.
What do you think about this?
(Oct 24 to Nov 22)
SQUEAMISH
,
Don t sidestep obligations in
favor of more desireable acDEAR SQUEAMISH: Tell your husband that if "it tivities. You have a lot going for
doesn't make any difference." you'd just as soon have•your
you; so it would be foolish io
,
own dishes and let the dog have his.
, offset efforts of the past..
Hitrhum 79 East Paris. Tenne
,
...4.4. \v., To I
Lee
DEAR ABBY: Tom and I have been married
• (Nov. 23 to Dec 21)
years .(No kids.) Another young couple moved in neus,
Don't undertake anything
and we hied'them at first. But once I got. to know 'the without
knowing proper
changed.
fellow all call him Frank),, my feelings
procedure. Find out ho*
Frank is the type who never stays home. 0( coutse, it associates think and feel Eswas none of my lousiness, except when he started coming cellent progress indicated
over here and getting Tom to go with him. I finally found , through alert thinking and
out where they went when the two of them took off-they action,
would steel, just for the fun of it. Or rather Frank would do- • CAPRICORN
,4 t
the actual .stealing and my husband would itialp7 him- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)'f.)
RTC
-Frankaelle- thia-etuff,..and-b.-.and -Tom,.split tha_ profit-- y_ottr __Inttntion.- abnutd -be -Tom never stole a thing before he met Frank. I told my strong now; but double-check to
husband if he got caught, he would be as guilty as Frank, make sure you are not
but he doesn't believe me. I also told him I hate Frank, but overlooking small details. Thus,
he said Frank is Ass friend, not mine. I worry all the time. all should go well.
but there is nothing I can do. Please help me.
AQUARIUS
TOM'S WIF
,
E, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Perneattention to dissenters
DEAR WIFE: Tell your husband to chooses between his or pessimists. Go about your
friendship with Frank and his marriage to you: And if be work and other activities with
chooses Frank, consider yourself lucky to be rid of a bad good, will and a bit of finesse.
You can have an unusually
deal before there are children to consider.
satisfactory day.
If you put off writing letters because you doWt know PISCES
what to say: get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
'
1
For All Occasions." Seed 111 and a long, stamped 124 cents)
Business and financial
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. matters slated for immediate
90212.
advancement; also for future
gains. But take no rialra; conservative management
stressed.
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FISH FRY SUPER SALE!
Our Lowest Prices Of The Year!

% To 50% Off
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FISH FRI .SPECIAL!!

FREE LAMPS

A three-pound broiler-fryer
will yield about 2 bi cups of
diced chicken. If you don't
have enough stock for your
recipe, the National Broiler
Council
suggests
supplementing with one chicken
bouillon cube added to one cup
of water.
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759-4966
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To 10 Lucky Persons

BROILBR-FRYER

Southside Shopping Center
§ Open 10-5

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with unusual sensitivity, a great appreciation of
beauty and the arts. Your love
for heritage and tradition are
deep-rooted, and you make
excellent historians You are
fond of travel and of social life,
yet wish your home life
remain constant. Your tenacity
and determination, often in the
Face of obstacles, coupled with
your many talents, could
prqauce top-rank achievement.
Ta&-eans often accomplish in
more than one career in a busy
lifetime. Medicine, art, in-
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Western weakness. Peking notes Soviet
strange bedfellow: the Shah of Iran.
WASHINGTON - Political intrigue
some
willingness to exercise power in the
Peking
for
is
showing
its
desire
was added to the last-minute vote
Horn of Africa and Angola while the U.
kind of alliance with Teheran in insearch for Senate ratification of the
S. unilaterally curbs its own weapons
direct ways - such as sending a top
second Panama Canal treaty with- the
develgpment. Coming after_ _candisingenuous
with
the
diplomat
to
Iran
unexpected appearance of Sere Ruesell
cellation
of the B-1 bomber,the neutron
to
be
explanation
happened
that he just
,B. long at- Jimmy Carter's new best
warhead
decision shocked Peking. t
.
in
that
part
of
the
world.
friend..
REA(AN ALERT
Behind these moves is the Chinese
As chairman of the Senate Finance
Ronald
Reagan
"has never had -the
in
the
conviction
of
an
irreversible
shift
Conmattee, Lew has been beirabiLL,_
44 as niutSaa he
run
for
Ft
-aliasto
eerlialiiiertirrill".
---ui2e
-i. • LT& Carter -administration--- -1:13:-&-ivM`-lxi
and
conviction
favor
That
was
haeresiked
huatodaY"
wants
key 17 backers
thro n gh ppnosition- to one Carter-by Mr. Carter's decision to delay to "stay loose" until after the 1978
progriir after another. But as the
producing neutron radiation warheads electiont.
Panama vote neared, Long was much
for the defense of-Mitbpt_The impact- -That-Vort Is cdrang ta.lhone surh
evidencelobbying-Fir ratification. He
porter* fnii Lyn Nofziger,--- longtime
on Peking was far greater than they
was probably decisive in getting a
now runs
- "
- yes" vote from Sere S. I. Hayakawa, -, have revealed (although China-- Reagan political adviser who
For -the
Cilia-ens
Reaganite
the
-the--State
Departmentwatchersin
---theeeeeentrie eonsereative Republisan
Republic. Nofziger's quiet message
accurately predicted that reaction).
from California. avoids
any flat forecast about 1980 but
relations
intimate
with
has
now
-s-China
Suspicious lubbyists immediately
makes
it clear Reagan's decision today
diplomatic
a
neighbor
and
Pakistan,
concluded Long had a deal with the
affirmative.
be
would
policy
apparent
ally
of
Iran.
Peking's
President o?er tax legislation in the
footnote:
One of Reagan's most
A
firm
up
against
rising
Soviet
power
is
to
Finance Committee. The truth,
Midwestern operatives
successful
1976
China,
like
that,
relations
with
all
states
however, ,is more probably a subtle
us that, if Reagan runs, he-will
told
well
Union.
Iran,
border
the
Soviet
calculation that helps expiate why Long
again lead Reagan forces in his state.
armed with U.S. weapons, is thus a
today is the Senate's-most influential
But
he reveals some ambivalence by
affection.
Peking's
naturat-Chject
for
on so much
figure. OpposiAg_Mr.ciarter.
-addinii
. "A -lot can happen to the
European
greater
pleas
for
-Chf
ives
-e
- al-hi-a-economic program. Long wanted
Republican
party and to Ronald
rooted
also
are
preparedness
military
to back him on something important
arei
the
Meagan
next--year
in
Soviet
in
t
fear
of-escalating
power•
but not economic.
Long's vote for the first Panama
By WALTER R. MEARS
treaty generated heavy --p?otest back
AP Special Correspondent
home in Louisiana ( where the far right.
is attempting to recall Long from office). Nevertheless, he returned to
Washington after the Easter recess
determined to actively support the
second treaty.
-- nate-floor but more
Hedd-so on tbe
importantly off the floor. Lees than two
hours before the vote, Long -encountered Hayakawa - undecided but
•
thinking about switching to oppose the
Long
animation,
treaty. With typical
;non lobbying Hayakawa in public._
ew In the reception room. off the_
a four-year term.
WASHINGTON (API - Today's
Senate floor.
e
The Republicans are keeping-book on
Does
the
beauty:
question
is
a
debate
the
Vice
Long next pulled him into
have
been
111
they
.say
which
636,
of
President's ceremonial office nearby to United States have a government as
kept and 113 broken. That is handy
continue the process, then called Vice good as its people?
political shorthand for them, and while
It is raised by the Republican
President Walter F. Mondale off the
volume is sure to be widely unread,
the
the
says
Committee,
which
National
Senate floor to help out. Together,thei,
probably will turn up Ip ,
conclusions
the
=ewer is no, -and counts-that_ as a
,
finally convinced Hayakawa.
speechmaking in the concampaign
the
kept.
has
not
President
Carter
'promise
The President clearly owes LOng
gressional election season just ahead.
This judgment turns up in a newly
something, but the Senator has told
Not that an assortment of numbers
score
on
box
Republican
friends there is no deal; he simply felt published
percentages purporting to show
and
----Mr. Carter could not afford a canal Carter's campaign promises and his
Carter has not kept his comthat
Predictably,
the
office.
performance in
defeat.
mitments
will be all that persuasive in
H• oWever, close associates believe Republicans do not think he is doing
congressional
or, for that matter, a
a
very
well
at
keeping
his
commitments.
scales
a
Long wanted to balance the
campaign.
,presidential
little after opposing Mr. Carter, on _ The 240-page second edition of the
-Republican efts/VA° keep -boo-k on
reform, health
- energy, welfa
But there is evidence in the public
surance and tax reform. Such an un- Carter concludes that he has broken
opinion Polls that some people are
broken record of anti-Carter positions about 20 percent of his campaign
iTtrting to doubt Carter can handle all
would not help him either with the commitments, kept about 20 percent
the problems he said he would.
and that action is still pending on the isPresident or in the Senate.
In a CBS News-New York Times poll.
A footnote: The second treaty vote sues covered by the rest.
for example, people were asked
The GOP scorekeepers said they set
was not as close as it looked. Sen.
whether they believe Carter has made
James 0. Eastland, the crusty old put to produce an objective assessment
progress on several major issues he ad1conservative from Mississippi serving of Carter's delivery on eainpaign
dressed during the campaign.
his last year in the Senate, would have mitments. He made A lot - 665, acSixty percent said they did not think
given the Presideot a vote if necessary. cording to a White Fitiuse list issued at
Carter had fraide progress toward
the start of the administration.
PEELING & THE SHAH
handling energy problems effectively.
President Carter's delay of neutron • Even if he had not made any more, he
58 percent saw no progress on sig"bomb" production has encouraged a would have had to keep a campaign
nificantly reducing unemployment; 53
move by Communist China's in- promise every 2.2 days, seven days a
percent saw none toward making the
creasingly nervous leadership to seek a week, in order to get through the list in
income tax,,,systern more fair.
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Girrores Galley
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By M.C.Garrott

-Mee This In Noma-ad-6w
For The Pothole Of The Week

Washington Today

was the
in Europe
.D. It was
ing, not as

Ls,fiovernment
Good As People?

•

Business Mirror

My nemination for The Pothole of The
Week:
You'll hit it at the end of East Maple
Street near the railroad and just about
in front of Sykes Cafe.
This has got to be the grand-daddy of
all potholes left in the wake of winters
rampage. J. D. Rayburn and I were
going that way the other day in my old
1%7 Valiant. I saw some water in a dip
in the street and thoughtlessly-beaded
into it at a pretty good clip, having
satisfactorily transacted a little
business with Henry Fulton at Murray
Lumber Company.
Wham!
We thought we had been hit by .a
train! The car had dropped into that
hole with such face it threw old J.D.up
against the dash, killed the engine and
firmly 'convinced me that the transmission, ollpan and all the other stuff
on the underside of the car had been
scattered half-way to Pottertown.
The engine did start right up agihi and the old Valiant, living up to its
name cpedooLthaL bole like a
tank crawling out of a shell crater, and
we eased off to one side to check for
damages. All we could find was a badly
bent undershield that the Chrysler
people had thoughtfully put on the car
to protect the oilpan, transmission and
other parts from just such impacts.
Have you a pothole you would like to
place in nomination' Who knows? We
just might come up with the Pothole of
the Year!
+++

•

Martha Pitman and Martha Moore
were living it up the other night down at
the Brass Lantern. W. J. and Ray had
taken them out to dinner in observance
Judgments like that contribute to the
of their wedding anniversaries. Both
I4 y John .tioiliff
declining poll ratings of the way Carter
couples were married on April 14 - W.
is handling his job. And that is a
J. and Martha 22 years ago, and Martha
political'problem.
and Ray 25 years ago.
Carter described himself from Ithe
Seeing them there, corsages, blushes
beginning of the campaign as a man • and all, brought to mind the old story
who could bring competence to governabout the Oklahoma couple whose
ment, and who would set clear, athome was destroyed In the middle of
tainable national goals.
the night by a tornado. The wind had
As a planner and a businessman,
miraculously picked them up, bed and
and a chief executive, I know from
all, blown them about a mile through
vision, not IBM,that has turn
.S. vs.
experience that uncertainty is ... a
the air and gently put them down in the
IBM into the Methuealeh of 4ntitrust
devastating affliction in private life and
middle of a plowed field.
trials."
in government," he wrote in his
filed
it
case
The government
campaign autobiography.
January 17, 1969. "For nearly three
The problem persists.
years they did nothing, until late 1971
As the winds died away and they
when they fielded a new team of lawrealized
that their lives had been
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
yers," said Cary.
shared, the woman began to cry softly.
• As a service to our readers, The
IBM insists it isn't a monopoly, a
Taking his wife in his arms, the man
Murray
Times
contention that may be debated in view
Ledger
&
periodically publishes the addresses
of the fact that monopoly is not clearly
of the state and federal elected
established solely by percentages or
representatives serving our area.
dollars amounts. But it does seem to
FEDERAL LEVEL
have a defense.
". . hope we have as an anchor
Any senator or representatIve
"Thirty years ago it (the industry)
of the soul:' Hebrews 6:19
may be reached through • the
didn't even exist," Cary said."Today in
The Christian may possess faith and
congressional switchboard, 202-234
the United States it includes more than
love, but these must be anchored by
3121.
4,000 companies," although matly are
hope It is no accident that the Word
Here are the mailing addresses
active in only limited segments of the
Of God refers to Him as the God of
market_
Sea,„Walter D. Huddleston • .,.
hope.
1311 Dirksen-Building Washingtor..
Perhaps more impressive is what
D. C. 20510
Cary next called attention to - that of
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
more than 800 computer companies 4107 Dirksen Building
deposed in the suit, more than 200 en11
.
•
.
...04.11,1
tered the so-called monopolized inWashington,D.C. 20510
::--•
Murray Field Office. 753-1852
dustry since the suit began.
Rep,Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
Legal authorities believe monopoly
204 Cannon House Office fil".
can be demonstrated by proof Of
Waihington,D. C. 20515
retarded technological change, but
STATE LEVEL
"Not one computer system IBM
State legislators may be rea, te'd
manufacturers today was on the
in Frankfort when the Generalmarket when the Suit began," said
Assembly is in sessiorohy dialing 1Gary.
564-2500 or by writing to them fin care
The question that arises, he
of • the,.State. Capitol Buildingsuggested, is whether• the Justice
Department would prefer the company
Ke., 40601.. Pane
addresses of state -legialatoh•
make it easier on competitors by
limiting lechnoigaga‘change.. and - ..aervuiM CallowarCemseyneeea SirillTeha ni Weisenberghr
charging higher prices.
Route 7
".That is what the Division's lawyers
Mayfield, Ky. 42068
and economiets are saying," he told
Rep. Kehneth C. Imes
shareholders. And then he added the
101 S. 3rd Street
defendant's observation: '"We think
• they are turning the antitrust laws on , Murray, Ky. 42071
their head."

IBM And
Antitrust

'aro

,

NEW YORK ( AP - The Jukice
Department antitrust division "wants
IBM to bring fewer new products to
market and charge higher prices,"
says Frank Cary, the computer company's chairman.
This position, Cary said et IBM's
annual meeting this week,is inherently inflationary and thus in' direct opposition to President Cartet's goal of
greater production and price stability.
Cary's remarks are hardly Isolated,
fitting instead into a matrix of increased frustration over attempts by
the Justice Department, the courts and
the. Federal Trade Commission to
refashion the marketplace.
Eastman Kodak Co. is appealing a
federal court verdict involving a claim
that Kodak's introduction of new
products made obsolete those of
smaller companies- It should give
warning, the court ruled.
Borden Co. has been told by a Federal
Trade Commission judge that it should
license other companies to Make its
highly successful ReaLemon product,
because that product has such a large
share of the market
The same agency .has been arguing
tha the by cerealmakers share an
oIl:4'I y beeause they unfairly cornthrough a proliferation of brands
essmetimes called consianer options
- that shut out competitors.
deary,:e_ire Is arousad....ver the
gevernment s antirriast auk, new nine
• yearnt& siiiillSiligliffWdested six
attorneys general Hi three past administrations," a suit in which IBM has
yet to begin a defense,
"When you look at the recOrd." he
said, "I believe -you can con -$o only
one conclusion - "It's the Antitrust Di.

Bible Thought

6tRAFFIT

tried to comfort her by saying, "There, happy!"
there honey. There's nothing to be
"Yes, I'm crying because-rni hapafraid of now. Don't cry. We're safe." py," the woman went on between sobs.
"I'm not crying because I'm scared," "This is the first time in 20 -yeitii that
the woman sobbed.
we've been out together!"
+
-Then, what's the matter?" the
Iget a kick out of the signs they have
husband wanted--bow,"Why are you
been putting up lately on the big board
crying?"
"I'm crying because I'm happy," the out at the Holiday Inn. One day not keg
woman blurted between sobs. __ _'•: ago it read. "The Boss Told Me
"You're happy!" exclainNiLthe Change The Sign and I Did." On
husband."Here, we've been blown half- another day, it read, "Welcome Bert
way across the county, our home is Reynolds. .. Anytime," Recently and in
gone and you're crying because you're the wake of John Wayne's heart
surgery in Boston, the sign pleaded,
"Get Well, John Wayne."
They're attention-getters, and that's
what advertising is all about. The quips
are brain children of Suzanne Holsclaw,
the innkeeper. Suzanne came to town
last July to manage the place for its
owners - Leon Simon, Myron Hovitz
Allen,
Marine Lance CL Donald R.
and Bernard Berman, all of Louisville
age 19, son of Mr. and Mrs. William and who, incidentally, also own the
Allen of Farmington, was killed in Holiday'Inn in Mayfield.
action in Vietnam on April 19.
Deaths reported include Berry C.
Stokes, age , and Garland Gael, age
63.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Payne at 225 North Second Street,
Have you noticed in the news that 25
Murray, was gutted by fire yesterday or 30 U. S. senators are rich? Some of
morning.
them really Big Rich. It is no crime to
The Sugar Creek Baptist Church, be rich, of course. It is no crime to be
the
on
located off Highway 94 East
poor, either, but it might as well be.
Faxon School Road, will dedicate its
church building on April 28.
Capt. ( rt.) 'Gaylord Forrest, administretor for the Community Mental
Health Association for nine counties,
spoke on the association at the meeting
of the Magazine Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.

Looking Back

10 Nears. Ago•
.

isn't ft The Tinth

Letter To The Editor

Contribute To

20 Years Ago
Copies of The Ledger & Times for this
day were not on the microfilm portion
of this period of publication of the daily
newspaper in 1958.

30 Years Ago
Hospital Day will be observed by the
Murray Hospital on May 12, according
to Carmon Graham, hospital administrator. •
Dr. James C. Hart has recently
become associated with the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic as a director and will
occupy an office as an eye, ear, nose,
and throat specialist.
The Choir of the School of Chuseh
Music of the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville, will
present a special program at the First
/West Church, Murray, on May 10.
Miss Nancy Waller Wyatt and Ray
Nelson Waggoner were married April
25 at the First Methodist Church,
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Goodwin of
Detroit, Mich., are the guests of
relatives in Murray and Calloway
County.
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Cancer Drive
Dear Editor:
The annual drive for funds for the
American Cancer Society is currently
being made by members of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, and hundreds of volunteers
throughout Calloway County.
Incidence of cancer touches each of
our lives sooner or later. Many of us
have lost beloved family members
from this disease which can only be
curtailed when research efforts find
causes, effective treatment, and
develop better diagnostic tools and
methods.
If you have not been contacted by a
volunteer, please send your check to the
American Cancer Society, in care of the
Bank of Murray, attention Mary
Frances Bell.
Throughout the year one may make
memorial gifts which adds to the funds
needed for cancer research. Envelopes
May be Obtained from the funeral
homes or from members of the
Calloway County Cancer Mt.
Thank you for your support to this
worthy cause.
Alice Koenecke
Lois Sparks, Co-Chairmen
Calloway County Unit of the
American Cancer Society
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
Included for verification. The-phone
number will not be published.
a Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and hheuld he on topics of general,
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter yid '•
limit frequent writerS.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

oilitrilr
--Murray Middle School won a Tuckega
pair of dual ,track meets
Hulett Hood
Wednesday
over
East 2- Velvet I
."
6000/11teMarad
Calloway at the Murray,.High 14°_ °ther
• ,
100yese ass
cheakillearme m
13.0
track.
.•. M
•
13.7
'S.
'
The Tiger boys won an oily
13.0
13.7
81-45 meet and there were 4../.106Erase • E
Ovum twin,
several fine pealormances for 1. Brands
111.5
M
IL'
2.Soma Plaine !I
both teams.
3. VOW Jams M
10.7
In the long jump. John Frye 4-. War Herndon E
111
wird isin
of Murray soared 18-0'2 to
1 Charlotte Shroat M
00.7
turn in one of the best efforts 2- Melanie Roos
72.2
74.3
of the season while in the 3- Vickie Houghton E
4 Norene Herndon E
Ni
discus, East's Randy Dawson
tie word
---CironTirst with a fine effort of 1 Charlotte Stroat M
• 31.3
t Karla Russell Id
106-0.
3. Paula Undertull E
31.0
4.
Rhonda
McCuiston
E
20.0
Randy Halley ran away and
left everyone in the 100-yard
-11ash IS- he 'Mr
-wind and----wori-wi-arrifir
th
,
-Ku„Thin
mid
, Another fine performance was
- turned in by Murray's Todd L 1"Y
4 "
1 6
=
( 1.,„
1111-02
3)
ifOrd aS 1601i the Il(P-SchanbecheraWlIkamal
.yard low hurdles in 9.0.
• East had two impressive 1.13wisailevert
2.Coral Ilma110
efforts in- -the -111tie-Ftifl
3:011.11
Craig Robertson won in 5:39.1 t Magda Key
and Gene Thurman was 1. Murray Middle Nan
2.07.1
Ana, Lanett*
second in 5:39.3. Also, the 220- (1.101 1310rplt
liarnagn
arallaa
Thanes§
i
yard dash was run against the
wind and Murray's duo of 2_ Mirray month grade team) 2101
,Jill Burkeen..Karla Russell, Melanie
Walter Payne and Randy Raw
and Melinda Johnson
_
Halley recorded times of 26.4
and 26.7 respectively, which
rem man
.-lare.--7---,u4Stand_WE74)3444en
ktschrnatttalirs4
4
,
4
RIT onus------ Feeetit grade treck- standout Charlotte
Witsady Dawson E
wog Shrewd of Murray
is ail miles as site crosses the line in
----- -Ia-tWgirle -meek'it •iviis 1.10r1 Warm, 51
-21-firtirbitht' - 11
4411-iird dash. Shroat won the three sprint roses.
Murray - seventh. grader
lialleY ttinsthig
lZ
i
-•.4.0 AS a seventh grader, she also runs for the Murray High track
',Charlotte Shroat giving her 1:Jatinny Robbins e
446 teem.
.., usual „effort. She ran away Itr"k"ws
f
irhma',. 17 ri
44e;with everything and was 4. gay Francis M
. unchallenged in the three
IMF*
2. Johnny Robbins E
sprint races.
11-1116
151
. She won the 100-yard dash in. 1J
aGGacr"*".land ,
111410
12.0 and ran the entire race
&am
1054 • against the wind, she took the 1tnctliD
id '
uther
w'r,„jL
WU
220-yard dash in 28.1 and the 2. Mart Williams E
204
4 Greg Cain
M
'
004
440-yard dash in 68.7 and won
laird desk
I.8smalte
_ by almost five seconds.
MS.
bbigt
z M
MI
M
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Stacey Mobley of . Murray imam
12.3
also had a good day, picking 4..MOGweima e .
13.4
up wins in the shot put and L Thadsaawa
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:
cr4
1 =Al9
1 .- " It
hurdles where Brenda Conley
4114ord deo
took first plate in 10.5 in a fine 1re
a,
r141
7
1 ,„ 1:
.
&Robley Hounshell E
effort.
m ..t
Murray is in the Pactucah_ccbm Francis .s....
Junior High Invitational this l. Craig Robertson E
weekend then the Tiger boys
and girls will host Grove at the t 121kballWiabor E
Murray High. track Tuesday. -1.- Ian. liliverd a"
it4
M
Here are yesterday's results: taandy= M
111.7
.1.••

-Racer Tennis Team Ups
Sedson Record To 22-6
trouble...with the exception of weekend of the season Friday Memphis State and Eastern
and Saturday," Purcell ad- Kentucky.
the wind.
"We feel as if we've had a
In singles play, Ragnar ded.
While it may be tough, it very successful season and I'd
Felix won a 6-1, 7-5 match at
one over Skeet Price but at should be quite interesting. like to express my thanks to
The Racers will face Middle the Racer Tennis Booster Club
two, Jan Soegaard had to go
split sets before finally win- Tennessee and will try to gain composed of Ed Chrisman,
fling 6-4, 4-6 and 6-3 over revenge for an earlier loss by' Dr. Hal Houston, Eddie Hunt
taking on the Raiders at 2 p.m. and Hunt Smock.
Danny Green.
"They've all been very
In the restof the singles, the_Friday. At the same time,
Racers won in straight sets. At Memphis State_ will play a Instrumental in the success of
three, Chris Leonard won S-1, tough Eastern Kentiiclir-our program ThIS year,"
6-3 over Dennis Chilling"; team.
. Purcell added.
For tennis fans, this will be
At approximately 4:30 p.m.
Roger Berthiaume won one
number one, an opportunity to see some of
and-two 4
.!_'14)41r over --Mike Friday on-geakt,
ir CCIIME11_011f._ Jeff Leeper wan -111e_ feature match .of the the -fillet tennis Played _
anywhere in the country.
7-5, 6-0 at five over Chris weekend will take place.
Former Murray. High star Memphis State. has a wellFessenden; and at six, Torn
We had tp_beat Martiniuxl_
_ won 6.2, 4-1 eve_-Jim Mel Purcell-, WOW playing balanced team and of course,
the wind." Purcell added.
number one- for-Memphis the local interest of Mel
Spillman.
The Racers did both, runThe other two doubles State, will meet a tough foe in Purcell will make the
ming their season record to'22- _ matches were easy victories Eastern's Steve Alger. •
weekend interesting.
• with an-84- win over- the for
Also, Memphis State has an
Saturday will also be a rull
MSU.
SoegaardPacers,
Berthiaume won 6-3,6-3 at two day of-action for tennis fans as outstanding doubles team with
_ The lone loss for Murray over Mcerirnmon-Fessenden the Racers will play both the duo of Mel Purcell and
State came at the number one while at three, 'Leonard.--Chip Hooper.
doubles where Ftagnar Felix Leeper won 6-2, 6-1 over
feel like fans will see as
and Tom Lie were upset 6-4 Chiling-Spillman.
fine as tennis as we can
and 74 (5-4 tiebreaker) by
possibly schedule and bring to
"Ifeeljike we're.gaining the
Skeet Price and Danny Green. momentum at the right time.
Murray'," Coach Purcell
. Other than that and a close And thiq 'is _out eighth mnFronk =my-0f Murray added. -match at the number two secutive win. But we're going
High and Mina Todd of
singles; the Racers had little to be facing the toughest callow
"
: - -enmity
were_ _ FOOTBALL
MIME - A circuit Court
honored' lir-Paducah Wed-

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The Murray State tennis
team defeated two foes
Wednesday at Martin. But the
Racers only received credit
for one win,
"It was a very difficult'day
to play tennis," MSU coach
Bennie Purcell said.
"The wind was. blowing
about 30 miles per hour acid it
look a great amount of
discipline not to become
-irritated over the..fact_that .
shots_ we nor-Man y hit wore
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Paducah Banquet - -We
Honors Cage Stars

To Talented Cardinals

Gilliam, a senior guard, led Dolphins Randy Crowder and
the Tigers in scoring__RO Don Reese to allow them to
-Season and was a First-Team, seek new jobs for the 1978
professional football season.
Mi.-Region choice.
Judge Joseph Durant Jr.
Todd, who led the Lady
Lakers in scoring and said Crowder and Reese must
rebounding, is just a complete the one-year jail
. sophomore and has two more terms they received last
_mien left to_play_._
-- :- August afterRlearlIng no
The voting for the All- Tcontest to charges of selling a
Region team Was done by i pound of cocaine to an undercover agent.
coaches in the Region.

Calloway County fell to 3-8
Mayfield made it 5-1 in the
on the season as they dropped fourth as a two-base error by
a 10-1 contest at Mayfield' the Lakers allowed two runs to
-Wednesday. .
score.
The teams played a nine•
inning game.
- The Cardinals added -bur
Paschall went the distance more hi the fifth eraf
9-1 lead.
for Mayfield a-nd struck out 16 Mark Buck and Phil Sutherlin
Lakers while walking two and each singled then after an
. • error scored one ,,surv -Mark
bitting two..
For Calloway County, Craig Shelton singled for two RBI's.
Rogers went the distance and The final run of the inning
scattered 14 hits. He fanned scored on a •wild pitch. „
seven and walked five. Only
Mayfield added a run in the
one of the 10 Mayfield runs
eight inning to complete the
was earned.
Mayfield scored single runs scoring.
The Murray State University track team will be represenCallaway hosts Lone Oak at
in each of the first three inted
at the prestigious Drake Relays this weekend in Des
nings.' The Lakers got their 4 p.m. today and will play .a
;Moines, Iowa.
jayvee
game
Reidland
with
at
only run of the game in the top
Over 5,000 of the top athletes from across the nation will be
1. Mike Garland til
31.1
7 p.m. tonight. Friday, the
of the third.
on hand for the annual event.
Oat NNW
4. Scott tusk
E .,.
. - 31.1
Laken;
Fancy
are
'Farm.
at
Scott Barrow opened the
Wilms
- Murray will enter two events Friday.
I. YMT0434218 -- la
134
'•
44a....e.ny - .•
•
.third by getting hit by a pitch
2. VIrgada lisamil E.
•
- -.me four by 1 600 meter rela Y, team comPosed of Jerry
134 1. Murray Middle
53.4
MUIRS
'
TOUGH
Robertson
Thurman
Craig
Gene
(left)
end
than after he stole second,
•3. Harriet Hoed
John Frye. David Schmaltz, Stefan .
13-2i
Odlin,
Martyn Brewer, Dave Rafferty and Pat'Mimes could
Brenda
Conley M
• 4.
- 13-11 ks Hoeg mg Waiter Paynel
pieced first and second for East Gnome in the mile-run as James Bynum singled for half Bynum-es
• - -1
very weir have a chance of placing.'
ibei pot
111111,md gm
Danny/barn-21:1
outstanding
eighth
yobngsters
times for
turned im
the Laker hit total and the itiranteb-2b
1.Stacey Mobley ll
21140 Liraslearatly
/4
2:20/ • both
i•
Of course,for those not familar with the metric system,the
2. Wendy
_______ M
ilb
-LILL_
entire run total.
•
•
**
Ifour by 1,600 meter relay is,in essence the foor-rnile relay.
--411416,-+-OrRabaelassoliNOW
214 4.Gene Durum A --1417-- - Dave Warn brentered In the invitational 800 meters.
- 011114•4 will
Murray will be entered in one event Saturday and that will
Lim= 14
Murray
1
1 54.2
714
1
U
31-1,1 , matt Human, Kan lamp*, Randy
be
the distance medley relay.
-2.W
M:taBy
la
324 Halley and Walter Paysel•
,
Pat Chimes will lead off the distance medley relay with an
880 leg then Dave Rafferty will follow with the quarter. Martyri Brewer will run the three-quarters and Dave Warren will
anchor with the mile.
This will be the final preparation meet of the season as the
By TONY BAKER
• victory over the Blazers and a
Sikma scored 11 of Seattle's
Racers will open the OVC Track and Field Championships a
AP Sports Writer
3:1 lead in the Western Con- final 12 points and 13 in the Calloway
Mayfield
week from Friday at Middle Tennessee.
SEATTLE
AP) - The ference semifinal series.
fourth period, which began'
noose around the Portland
The Sonics, who won their with the Blazers ahead 81-73.
*trail Blazers' neck wat. 16th straight game at home The Spines trailed by as many
cinched a notch tighter before a Coliseum sellout as 14 points on three occasions
Wednesday night.
crowd of '14,098, can win the in the third period.
One more slip by the proud best-of-seven series with a
"I knew I was scoring a lot
but ailing Blazers and the victory in Game 5 Sunday in late," said Sikm-a, who
Seattle SuperSonics will Portland.
finished with 28 points to tie
defending
squeeze
the
It was the 6-foot-11 Sikma's his season high and grabbed 10
National
Basketball fierce rebounding -and velvet rebounds. "I just felt good. A
Association champions right touch from the field in the couple of plays were set up
out of the playoffs.
final quarter that sent the distinctly fir me. I was just
Rookie forward Jack Sikma, Blazers tumbling to their locked in on getting open in the
playing with the savvy and second straight loss in Seattle. end."
finesse of a veteran, scored
"Jack has come through all
Playing without regulars
Seattle's last seven points, year long, but this is probably Bill Walton and Bob Gross and
including a baseline jumper one of . his better per- key reserve Lloyd Neal
with nine seconds left, lifting. formances," Seattle Coach because of injuries, Portland
the Sonics to a wild 100-98 Lenny Wilkens said.
ran off a -27-13 spurt at the
outset of the second period for
a 55-41 lead. The Blazers led
57-45 at halftime on 56 percent
shooting.
Following Sikma's go-ahead
basket, the Blazers gat the
ball to Lionel Hollins, whose
25
--footer over Dennis Johnson
with five seeonds left bounced
off the rim and out of bounds
to Portland.
Some of the best mowers you can buy say Snapper on them.
After a time out, Willie
ENO Of RAU - Rem Murphy hits the wire in the 11110-yard
So let the size of your lawn determine which Snapper you buy
Norwood
passed
inbounds
nom while Morn/ Middle Scheel teammate Mark Mumma is
Our -High Vacuum" riding Mower with optional Bag -N
Hollins,
to
who
launched
again
. Wednesday marked the 15th day of spring football practice
ready te cress and take weed im the'vest.
Wagon holds a big 30 bushels of clippings.
a short 'jumper from the
at Murray State University.
Our standard rider cuts a big yard down to size
buzzer
at
the
that
baseline
However;the Racers have been working much longer than
fast with its optional6 bushels grass catcher.Or
bounced over the rim.
15 days and yesterday's scrimmage may have shown some
maybe you've got a V-Series sized lawn. If so
While Seattle and Portland
you've got 13 choices. And when it comes to
signs of just how much work they've done.
gardens,Snapper Tiller's th,one.
have until Sunday to ponder
"We looked a little sluggish on offense," said Racer
their fifth game, the Denver
assistant coach Dino Panatella.
In( I uding Jack Givens,
Nuggets and Washington
"We've been working since January and the kids looked
Rick 1tobey, James Lee
All Snapper mowsr• mast NS 1 safety specifications
Bullets both will have the
tired, mostly on the offensive side of the ball. Defensixely, we
and Mike Phillips)
homecourt advantage as they
had some people playing pretty well.
"Bobby Craig and Mike Basiak both had good days at their attempt to win their quarterfinal playoff series Friday
linebacker positions," said Paparella.
night.
The Racers scrimmaged the number one offensive unit
against two defense and number two offense against number
The Nuggets, leading 3-1,
one defense.
back from a lopsided
bounced
at the
"We worked on our drop-back game which was much more 143-112 loss on Sunday to beat
pleasing to the eye as far as pass protection is concerned the Milwaukee Bucks ia-1g4
Defensively, we stunted a little bit more than we have been
Tuesday night to pull within
. "We've moved Kris Robbins fromniddle guard back to tioi
one game of ending the series.
tight end position he played last year and that should It wasn't.as close as the final
strengthen us at tight end," added Paparella.
score indicated, either, as
' Jeff Gardner has moved into the. middle guard spot, Denver held'Milwaukee
acetraieda- -for folte -iminettas
erir Racers will spentlFriday working on the kicking game buildifig -a 90-61 - lead after
then will go through a light scrimmage on Saturday. The three periods.
Saturday scrimmage will begin at approximately 3 p.m.
At httillbott - Shen Dunk Contest and
The Bullets missed out in an The Racers Will gear dOwn.Moriday and Wednesday of next attempt to eliminate the Spurs
Autogmtpit Sossion.
week to be in tip-top shape for the spring game which ia set a
on Tuesday night when San
week from tonight.
Antonio won 116-105.
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Kentucky League
—Tryout Dates Set
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Cornelis Married
e Day And
On Pigne For cites Next Day,

Kentucky League tryouts
- will be held at the league field
May 5 and May 6.
Boys and girls, ages nine
and 10, who will not he 11
before August 1 are eligible to
play in the letkue this season.
Registration forms for the
league are available in all of
the elementary schools.
The May 5 tryouts will begin
at 4 p.mfand the May 6 tryouts
will start at 9 a.m.
Players are asked to bring
along their form, filled out by
a parent. If you played on a
team Iasi year, you need not
try out for a team but you still
need to brim_ along the form
- Also,
- players who played last year
• are asked to name the team on
which they played.
, For more information,
conflict Jimmy Nix at 7533735.
For youngsters who did not
get a form, they may be picked up at Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Bill Cornell wagon top of the
world at the age of 17.
Already, such American
universities as Oregon,
Southern Cal and Villanova
were offering him scholarships.
But, Cornell felt heas
'
was
too young to leave-his native
country. Andnf&uric,be was
tol .rettlirariont
_ over
-Shortly
World record mile for 17-yearolds, one of the two pitfalls_ in
his life came about.
"I've alWays, been successful. But there have been
two times in my life when I
- reached lows. One was last
',year when my track team was
seventh out of eight in the Ohio
Valley Conference meet. The
other was when I was about
171
/
2," Cornell said.
•"I came down with a bad
bout of influenza_ and had
—
.---iiiiiii=attacks in a MN. Each
time, I tried to make'it back
too fast and I weakened
myself.
"The newspapers • were
saying I was having nerve
problems. They didn't realize
what' the real problem was.
They became very, negative
and said I was finished as a
runner and that I'd peaked
out.

day, Lew Hartzog at SW sent arrived in Canboadale,
were publicized that there were
me a letter and offeredpai a greeted by
two and one-half 4,000 people in the stands to
four-year scholarship: feet of snow.
watcheRm Dupree was at SIU
"The people in the top
On April 3, Bill Cornell was and he was the beet balf-miler
management positions with starting a new quarter at SIU in the
country.
the manufacturing company arid sitting in a
classroom.
"In that time trial, I finished
were fairly young. I had
Rose had been promised a second to Dupree and had a
matured quite a bit and I job upon her arrival. She 1:51.9
which was my best
decided at that point! would didn't get it until two months
ever. Two weeks later in New
like to continue my education. later.
Mexico, I ran the mile at 6,000
So I had to decide between
The newlyweds lived in the feet elevation and was third in
leaving England or staying basement of Hartzog's Car- 4:
10.5.
there and trying to give_ _pro bondale home.. They stayed
"T'heee performances hurt
0....1Lecera shoL
-2126ial -until- they finally- found me like hell physically
but
was really surprised by an apartment, which is a knew I was
on the way back."
Hattzog's offer because I monumental task in CarBy August of 1961, Cornell
hadn't been running for three bondale.
-was downto-133 pounds. When
and one-half years. He gave
'I trained for two weeks in- he cafne
-to Carbondale in
me two and one-half weeks to England tlefore I came over
April, he weighed 155.
decide."
then I had two weeks training. "/ was running 10 miles a
The decision came quickly. .at SIU before spy first time day by
August in all that heat
Cornell called Hartzog and trial. SRI hIld two other and I
also started a weight
said he and his bride-to-be Englishmen. They had a 4:01 training
program. I was very
would be coming to SW.
miler named Mike Wiggs and confident I'd do well the
It April 1,1961, Bill Cornell a 4:04 miler named' Brian following
year."
and Rose Whiffin were Turner and both were about
Rose landed her first job in
married. The next day, they two years older than me.
June, working as a recepwere on a plane and when they
"The time trial was so well tionist in a doctor's office. But

-

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
EAST RUTHERFORD,,Ic.1.
- Jack- Knimpe, executive director of the New, Jersey
-&pertii--antiAuthority, which runs Giants,.
Stadium, announced the
approval'of the "Garden State
Bowl" by the,"National.
C011egiate .
Athletic
Association. The game, which
will be plated on either the
second or third +Weekend in
NII.PS IRMO-NUM - Murray Mgh SO111;21116111
GM Wilson
December, will be-a charity
fires a pitch in his three burlap of no-bh ball against Faraffair and "will involve the
mington Wednesday. Alan Gibbs pitched the first two innings
two best teams we can bring to of no-hit
lianas the Tigers won. 10-0, five-Wks 1111169.
Giants Stadium," - Krumpe
(Staff 1119169 bp Mike bramilaa)
said. —

the language barrier was such .
a problem for her she quit the
position.
"People couldn't understand my English accent
and I couldn'i understand
what they were saying," Rose
said.
She took a test for a
university Job and in August,
received a position in the
public information departmerit at SIU.
She even eh:irked in the
sports information depart%
ment, writing releases on
Saluki athleta1C-Sha quickly-became one of the most
popular women on campus as
both her and her husband
were
becoming
the
sweethearts of SIU.
To this day,the Cornelis still
receive cards at Christmas
from the people in the SIU
public Information office.
TOMORROW:
The
Heydays.

I.
tit •

"The newspaper reports
• :affected me to the extent
said to hell with track and
, went back to soccer. For the
: next three and one-half yeifs,
• was out .of track," Cornell_
said.
Cornell Continued with his
job at the manufacturing
,company and he continued
The first no-hitter of the
The Tigers added six more County to a 4 p. m. contest playing soccer and of course,
season on the local level was runs in the second.
today then will meet Camden seeing Rose.
"I still had visions of
thrown Wednesday at Holland
With one man out, Bill at 1 p. m. Friday at McNeil
Stadium as Alan Gibbs and Wilson doubled when Bob Field in Paris to kick off the playing pro soccer. A friend of
mine on the same team made
Kim Wilson combined to blank Thurman and Brad Taylor Fish Fry Tournament.
Farmington in an abbreviated reached base on an error and
If the Tigers win Friday, it in pro soccer and he in10-0, five-inning contest. walk, in that order. John they would play Saturday for dicated to me he could get me
a tryout."
Gibbs worked the first two Denham quickly unloaded the the Fish Fry title.
Cornell made one job
innings and fanned three bases with a two-run single for
Murray will carry in imbatters while walking one. a 6-0 lead,
pressive 8-1 record into change. In 1958, he became a
Wilson pitched the final three
Dean Cherry, who _had a today's game with the Mar- bobby (cop) and,stayed with
frames. He struck out two perfect day at the plate with shals, who the Tigers have the job for nine months.
batters and gave up one pass. three hits, then singled to already tWice defeated this
Even today, he still amazes
Gibbs was removed bemuse drive in another - run. The season.
friends with his demonTiger coach Cary Miller koring ended when with the
strations of the police holds
Non
wanted only to get his hard- bases loaded, Alan Gibbs
(English policemen aren't
ab r b
throwing junior righthahder singled for an RBI. The ball ...„.....„
1 1 I allowed to carry guns and thus
10113dail-ci
1 0
loosened up for .the Fish Fry got past the Farmington -%
used self-defense methods).
2 T
Tournament in which the
0 o •
and two more Mid
"It took away my private
3 2
Tigers will be playing in at runs scored, making it 10-0. Iforsooms
0 0 0 life so I went back to my old
Paris this weekend.
Deed
1 2 0
Gibbs wound up on third.
0 0 0 job."
Murray scored four times in
Murray put runners on at J.Didelbe2
1 1
In March of 1961, an
the last of the first inning on second and third in each of the Brims Tsplar.c,,•
0 0 0
3 1 1 American distance runner
four consecutive walks. John third and fourth innings but 11.1=lb
0 0 8 named
Buddy Edelin joined
Denham hit a bases-loaded the Tigers did not score again. Gawp.
2 1 I
L Um"
0 0 0 the Chelmsford Athletic Club
flyout to score the second run,
Murray High coach Cary
2 0 1
"My old associate Derick
Dean Cherry singled for the Miller used 18 players in the
1 0 0
=
-rf
3 0 0 Cole talked with him then
third run and Alan Gibbs had a contest.
---tr -0 -Ede/171 called Fred Wilt, Who
fielder's choice RBI.
99 7
The Tigers host Marshall =213
was his coach. (Wilt is a
P11110k42011
000 00 0-0-1 former Olympian and known
Mtrrvy
460 01 10-74
all across the world in track
circles.
"Edelin told Wilt about my
TENNIS
TULSA, Okla. - No. 1 seed situation and asked if any
f Eddie Dibbs breezed to 6-0,6-2 American universities would
win over unseeded Bert Hoyt be interested in offering me a
in a $50,000 professional Grand scholarship. I didn't know
Prix tennis tournament here.
anything about this until one
Dick- Stockton, the No. 2
seed, won his second-round
singles match when 'he
P outlasted Butch Neritlian 8-4,
:6Caleig
listosV Wo• Dom WM Soap, Salad las, SAW
6-3.
LAS VEGAS, Nev: (All the Primo
64 Owl "Pi Can
os well as the
Sot:stood )
Unseeded Kim Warwick of
Newport Beach, Calif., scored
his-Second serprise victory in
A "sign-up for youngsters
• as many days by defeating
John Lloyd of England 6-4;6-2 wishing to play in the Park
in the second round of the League will be held from 9
Shrimp Gumbo, Clam Chowder, Oysters on half shelf,biltd
$250,000
Alan King Tennis until 11 a.m. Saturday at
shrimp, Fried oysters, trailed Rod Snapper, Deviled Crab,
Carroll
Volkswagen, in
Classic.
Fried Scallops.
Murray.
other
In
round
first
play,
All you can eat including
The Park League seasons
Raul Ramirez defeated Ken
Adults 7.95
Soup-Salad Bor•Drink.
Rosewall 6-4, 6-1; Brian runs through July 31 and is for
Crottfried overcame Colin boys and girls as seven and
plus tax
Dibley 6-4, 7-6; Bob Lutz eight.
Also, the Park League board
blasted Charlie Pasarell 6-0,6Children
1; Hank Pfister upset Arthur of directors has chosen Jerry
under
Ashe 6-4, 7-5; Phil Dent of Grogan as the president of the
.Smorg
Australia downed Scott league for this season.
asboar
d
10 half priciN
Board members inclede F'd
Carnahan 6-2, 6-2 and Jimmy
2:00-0,00
Connors ousted Chico Hagey 6- Carroll, Ron Foster. Tim
Miller and Mike Sykes
2,8-3.
,.

bs, Wilson Combrn
To No-Hit FarmTntOn

NOW!

HAMOUR CHOICE
OF
ROAST PRIME RIB
OF BEEF

OR SEAFOOD BUFFET

Park League
SiEiUjDàte
Set Saturday

FIRST A COURTIN' MN A PAARRYIN' - On the left is 111-year-old IN Cornell and his 16-yser.old girlfriend, Rose Whiffin. On
the right they are pictured at the altar. The next day, they were on an airplane and heeding for the United Slates.

*meal!louse
PabitSale
4100, Ourlongestlasting
latex house paint
Flat or Gloss
$5099

SALE
a go/
reg $1399

1..ewjleAt

Save 3aget

A'100 LATEX HOUSE PAINT

StylePerfect"
WePaint
SA1

OUSE
'PE
.NEELING&T
RIM
filobc,ocki
AN,

1
1
799
a gal
reg $10 rx4

SCNØEssmel
SALE*
2519
NA" war- •

ma. Sit99
iArcent colon sale swine irighed

FEATURING

Colonial
House

Wa gat

Save$4avat

Save 03
Thompson Itoto
Stripper SALE
Powers off
paint varnish
rust

SWe
ourlonoest
lusting'loss
oil base
house paint

-1

SION
eg $12 95

r-Save up to AIOn these siotehtle

SALt

•

Sok

Color Stain (na)
$7.99
Ext. Solid Color Stotn (totes)
6.99
Ext. Semi-Transparent tog/ • — 1.119 •
Redwood Latex Ssoln
199
4' Nylon Brush
4.49
Ea SO6d

IS i,7/1 Th. SNprwto WrIkerns Company

&pais,
$1090

$10
9

99"
9 99
4 99
7 50

reg. $1.599

Sale ends Mop IS

Arthrfaction Guaranteed ,, the use of these
manor of 'our pun hace

prl< e

tett' he refunded

Morgan,. revathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE-80103— REAL ESTATE -108£. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A Local Number FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,011,1.0WAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number70 Q . f..
•

4

se-rviie.lialifilikigilny;Oar
-InitieReinr11Q,iiii7o7irksleilemcee terms.
Sieve as alterspecials la0,1116,411101M giver ineledial one neer you

Murray
Southall!. Manor Shopping Ctr.
753-3321
v

411b

'

a
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RADIO SHACK 9-VOLT
BATTERY BONANZA

-LRev. P1
Speak
• Grove(
_

9V REGULAR

.
Fno.R

\ ELECTRIFYING
ELECTRONIC

Reg 59t EA.
QM°

9V EXTRA LIFE-

-PENLIGHT
NEADED TO VICTORY - Demi Cads"(eight of Iliteaf Ilkialtdoersslink io note to her
lois Is&yard hunks. Os the loft is Ronne Narsoloo 01 ko9Cailotry. lionssion took fourth.
run bi tura books.
glaff hails aois bawds') -

a
se -PM To

AA" CELL

-C11• CALCULATORS •TAPE RECORDERS TV GAMES •RADIOS -AUTO SOUND

SAFETY-FIRST SMOKEbyALARM'
Archere I

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE SYSTEM

by Realistic*

'

The Re
the sp
10:45 a.m
Sunday,A
GroveNazarene
Kirksey j
The gui
in Swazil
son of ml
returned
for his
Trevacca
and his I
College.
and his
nurse.
Rev, 1-1
Africa in
ten years
a teacher
worker at
College is
Sunday
at -9i-45---t
invited to
Locus!
spokesma

StO
By*ILEX SACHAPtE
pt
:1hr-clubhouse -three ofthem doubles,and Bill-AP Sports Writer
after the. game, Seaver was Russell had four hits to lead
Los Angeles' 19-hit barrage.
Tom Seaver is still Hui nowhere to be found.
April.
"He left before the game Doug Ito% 3-0, was the winThe former Cy Young" ended - and he left in a ning pitcher.
It was the Dodgers' third
Award winner made his fifth hurry, a team employee
win in a row over the Reds
start of the season Or CM- said.
ciruiati Wednesday night and
Elsewhere in the National after Cincinnati had wonAhe
was pasted for eight hits and League, the St. -Louis Car- teams'first two meetings.
five earned runs in four in- dinals beat 'the Montreal
The Dodgers . now lead
rungs as the Los Angeles Expos 12-2, the Chicago Cubs second-place Cincinnati by I vz
Dodgers whipped the Reds 14- defeated the Philadelphia games in the National League4.
Phillies 4-2, the Pittsburgh West:
Seaver has three .no- Pirates trimmed the .New
Cards 12,Expos2
decisions and two lotus-tin York Mets 1-0, the San Diego
The Cards pounded 19 hits h show for his 197.A.efforts, pYsia Padres edged the Houston their first game under interu-n
nice round earned run- Astros 2-I and the Atlanta Manager Jack Krol. Keith
average of 5.00.
_ Braves beat the San Francisco Hernandez had a double and
•
three Ongles, driving in two
' When newsm,tried to ask Giants 6-1.
-pitching-- -Dusty- Baker.had-five hi -r'--a4-scoring thee*,-while
Ken Reitz belted his second
home run of the season and a
-single and drove in three runs
For the Cards. Jim Dwyer also
7:31
Home
Jas.7 (1)
homered for St. Louis while
Sz60 p.m
Home
/ait..14 (2)
1:10 p.m. Lou Brock had three hits.
Home
Jlim.1112)
•
'
1130 p.m.
Away
..h4 (2) Riche&
Cabs 4,Phils 2
,
,.ba.1.1411-Baseball Comp — liwarast
Jaa.18 (4)=Ty,Mc
Away
6:68 pm. - Bobby Murcer's grand slam
Away
7:55p. m. homer in the third inning lifted
.• ba.21 (2)jbwitiewe
Rome
5:16p.m.
Chicago and Rick Reuschel
-4110.26 (2)
Away
'2:411p. m.
=rile
Ham
p.at.
past Philadelphia and Steve
u. Aid
m
(1)
Hama •
7:411pas.
Carlton in a rnatchup of 1977
as.1 (2) Ft.Cowbell
e'r
Home
1:311p. en.
Jiy.2 (2) 21.13.0411
Away
2:35pm.
20-game winners. All four runs
Jiy 5 01 rt.compas
Away
11:311 p. m.
were unearned following a
30.7 (2)
Away
Cal p. tn.
ler
(2)
twoout error by the Phil-4'
blemIk
.11y. 11 (21
.
Dave Johnson. The other two
C .11y.16 (2) lioadmiasa
1 Xlp
Jiy. if- (I) C..._....
Away
Odp to.
runners had reached base on
42+-Prom821.--5-Sep Tor
'
, --Mow
•
Jely27.214421Dlotrict TU..Ie

Legion Baseball Schedule

*

'Pirates 1, Mets 0
Ed Ott's first home run of
the season broke. up a
scoreless tie in the I Ith,inning
and gave Pittsburgh's Bert
Blyleven his first National
League victory. Ott's homer
leading off the 11th against
reliever Bob Myrick was only
the fourth hit of the game for
the Pirattis.
Braves 6, Giants 1
Dale Murphy led Atlanta
past San Francisco with three
runs batted in on a triple and a
single. Jeff Burroughs had two
hits to extend his hitting
streak to eight straight times
at bat - just two short of the
National League record before it was broken in the
seventh.
Padres 2, Astros 1
Gaylord Perry and Rolla
Fingers combined to limit
Houston to seven hits. Perry
struck out four and walked one but needed Fingers to get the
final out ofthe game after Bob
Watson had doubled and Joe
Ferguson had singled for the
Astros' only run. Fingers
- retired- pineti' hitter• Wilbur
• Howard on a fly ball to end the
game.

115-481

Reg, 29",

40%

This year, make a definite move to higher yields
with Mitchell soybeans.The bean that consistently..
outyields all others in'official state ERStg.s
Mitchell is a Group 4 variety that Ring Around
helped develop. And when you buy a bag of Mitchell
beans from your Ring Around dealer, you get seed
that have met the strictest quality standards in th«
seed industry,as well as top yield potential.
Also ook for:Ring Around's other champions
ms. corn. f(irawits and cotton seeds at-your
in so
local dealer

Hardin Grain
At

clinGrain

Elevator

4374102

ImInstrial Ave

Radio Shack s popular life saver is now a
money-sayer tool Wall or ceiring mount
Operates on included battery up to 1 year
Security ma_nuaL mounting hardware
•

,

CAR STEREOCASSETTE PLAYER

5,1115-0 L-1

Hi-trtape/radio system ter' You create a music libraryhome or _car! Records off-the-air or "livte:2-1/tf
for
'
- meters, auto-stop, headphone jack, tape counter-.- 14"
CHARGE IT
high speakers! Super surprise for Mom and a wise buy
for yotiara—vv
-rolivingst(MO$T STOR

-SAVE

•35% —

Reg. 69°

Per'i.
smaller cars, auto elect system.single fast forward rewind elect 'control

THE BEST CB VALUE WE'VE EVER OFFERED!
by Realistic

PORTABLE CASSETTE
by Realistic

$

MISS'

— Sobealbi

received t

SAVE

20%
4
Fire engme red frunt-loade( plays -..,
'C' ceUt (extra) or 12V DC (extra adapter(
Built-in mike, auto stop. pushbudons,

capy W 11

5

Reg.
169"

AM/91 DIGITAL (LOCK RADIO

21-1522

by Realistic
AZIAEPABIEM MOM?
KEA DAY PS MAY 14

SAVE $90

Times by

the face of RISING PRICES (the
government has raised CB duty and,
lowered the buck's value) you can
own our best mobile_AKCB, now at
unprecedented 52% savingst--Features "LEQ" readout, extra large
S /RF meter, noise blanker, ANL, RF
In

days are

between S:

Ma.-.,,)
and 4p.
delivery if
wart be pit
days w 4

FULL COLOR
6 EXCITING 11/ GAMES IN TV
SCOREBOARD
SAVE Reg 3495
3995

12-1510

12%

Chronomatic-116

Wakes you to FM, AM or buzzer 3-hr sleep switch
with auto shut-dif. earphone jack Compact 3'sx
Very nice gift,
10

UNIQUE AM FM BIKE RADIO

by ArOstrO

95
11-114I '‘

60-3057

29" ROAD PATROL

911

FOUR-KEY MEMORY
CALCULATOR
by Radio Shade!'

\,

Reg. 7995

Ryg
19

1188
1E5 _422.1;

cut50%
Play fast-action tennis, hoek4y,or
squash Shoot -skeet or moving tarOtt,
with pistol/rifle. Practice alone, Easy
•hookup; 4 remote controls

4" IN OUTDOOR POWERHORN
by Realistic

95

8

"ALL ABOUT CB" HANDBOOK
by Radio Shack ,
I CR TWO-WAY RAMO

25

40-1244

Reg. 11"

'65-1046

Reg. 125

(Jiffy Pot

this week?? —

esiiewie

yeareewee

gain.

0
1
00
Never Less Than $100.00)
Have you had your
card punched

Kentuck;
down 0.4.
Below di
Barkley
down 0.4.
Below di

14-842

Pedal to music or news,Easy tune Cylindrical dial
Itracket fits any handlebar FM antenna

This Week Win

Wendy'

CTR-42

26%
n Our Cash Pot

=its-

The Snak
miles from
Platea•iii i
minus'in W
bia River.

RECORDER

88
SAVE Reg 21

DOLLARS1

Airco
AliPreclude

kaarisaalbi
askkol109_
Aimmiliaaw
ciaMbr
Par ibi;

$80

by Realistic

1:s Proemd venire",

S.
Another
Ring Around
Champion.

--Prismatic;
=Owl%
.sro a
Wtiybr

SAVE

SAVE

40%

25%

I asp-so-read

big blue ci,spial, ClOeS percents,
Pi anti watO
WO/0es roots, reciprnoilk with
or.tstants Save IA! now at Hadit0
.

SAVE $1

Vveatherproot speaker ideal for CB, P A extension
Use 8 ohms Complete with mounting bracket
Buy now, saveinchoy at Radio Slim*
_

r,
You'
Woo
the ci
Thorn
ably{
Thr
clean
inteni

feels
arid,

,Everything you heed to knowabout CB
radiol Corilaina 120 pages, kenh.pyet
TOO illustrations
•
-

•
e

•••
•

"°.

12th Street

S.17th Street
Murray

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

14

11011I

T
rt. M
I

Sat.10-6
Closed Sunday

also evadable al.
Radio Sii•ack
• Dealers
Look tot this
sign in yottr
neighbor l000d

lhaek
(11F A LW

R

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

810 S,
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Rev. Paul Hetrick__
Speaker At LocustGrove On Sunday

Eddyville.

• •(Continued From Page One)

The Rev. Paul Hetrick will
Several inmates now have filed the hundreds and are silmmarily five other inmates seeking an end to the
.be the special speaker at the motions
in federal court at Paducah rejected without the inmate being mall policy. No hearing date on the
10:45 a.m. worship services on asking
that Bordenkircher and notified," said John Brenton Freston, matter had been set as of Wednesday.
Sunday, April 30, at the Locust Corrections
Commissioner David an inmate who filed the original 1973
Grove Church of the Bland
Another mall complaint of inmates is
be held in contempt of the 1973 suit concerning mail. "Under the 1973
Nazarene, located north of ruling and that
the new policy also requires them
that
a temporary restraining ruling, the principal thing the
Kirksey just off Highway 299. ceder be
their return address in a precise
list
to
issued to reverse the present superintendent cannot do is tamper or
The guest speaker grew up mail policy.
that includes the cellhlock and cell
form
interfere with outgoing mail. Bor.
in Swaziland, Africa, as the
The new regulations ban obeees•--dankircher__.is in complete and total raunber and the words: Kentucky State
son of missionaries there. He material,
Penitentiary- The former mailing
which is determined by violation this ruling."
returned to the United States Bordenkircher
address for inmates was an Eddyville
Privileged mail, or correspondence
based on his in-'
for his B. S. degree at terpretation
Office box number.
Post
of state law and "corn- between inmates and attorneys, courts
Trevecca Nazarene College munity
standards.
or government officials, is opened in
Bordenitirchar says the new address
and his M. A. from Scarritt
"The big hangup on mail is two-fold," the prisoner's presence and inspected
aimed at potecting inmates from
is
College. He Is a licensed pilot, :-Borebtql•reher
contraband,- Bordenkircher said. "rip& _artifite __sa well as keeping
said. "One, • what- 116918-4911-111and his- wife is a registered - -obsoeuity,-what--ie--=-Pai4 rmesidents-aftheAlumrarlion•Oub see respond Amstarfrom ordering goods through
hoclub
sestutHeor— The state-- expected- nurse.
at
the
meeting
held April 25 at the Murray Woman's Club House.
tivity?
•
within the next week to motions filed in - the mail from sellers whoare unaware'
Yancey Watkins,
Rev. Hetrick returned to
president, presented each past president with a plaque in a ceremony
"I can answer that as warden of this federal court by Preston and at least they are dealing with a customer in jail.
conducted by
Africa in 1967 where he spent institution
G. T. Lilly, vice-president, recognizing the service rendered
very simply," Borto
the
dub and community-ten years as a missionary-ank- denkircher
by-ea& onelkUutertfeftio right, top-Phoki,"tom Shirley,C
said. "I can show you
C.-Lowry, Rue Overbey,
a teacher and administrative samples
S.. (Continued From Page One)'
Z. C. Enix, Robert Hendon, Vernon Anderson, Bethel
of what nave confiscated-and
Richardson, Kenneth Winters,
worker at the Swaziland Bible if.you
James Harmon,tohn Thompson, and James Rogers; bottom
print those then I'm obviously
After June 19, motorists cited for $15 over existing fines, plus court
photo, Joe Pat Ward, Rex
College in Siteltii.
Thompson, W. B. Tolley, R. L Cooper, Lester Nanny, Leonard Vaughn,
wrong."
violations would pay $25 plus court courts. Again, prepayment reduces
such
Henry Fulton,
un y Sc oo
and James D. Clopton. Past presidents not present indude
_„,,..e,_
d
BOrdenkircher agreed that the obcosts of $27.50 tor a total fine of $52.543 court costs by $10.
Codie L Caldwell, Rob Ray,,
-foe Pat James, Conniell. TO-WA.H. Kopperild, andet
elm The "'"
acerd
1
'Us been sem-e-Wiutt
he said.
A citation for driving at speeds more
Charles Oakley. In an election of
hwited to attend the services 'centeredamagarines
officers for the ensuing year, Jack Rose was elected club
such as Playboy
25 miies over the speed limit, br
than
speeding
Motorists
cited
for
president. Truman Whitfield _
al Locust Grove, a church and Hustler', _ magazines which once
of Murray was a guest of Bobby Malone at the meeting.
violations also face a $15 increase for more than 75 m.p.h. requires the •
spokesman said.
were sold in the prison canteen.
speeds from 6 miles to 25 miles over the motorist to appear in court, antl ebn"If we get a box of say, Hustler
viction carries a fine ranging from $50
legal limit.
es, I'll pull one out and take a
A motorist cited for speeding up to to $100, at the discretion of the Judge.
. =
`,..
.1t.
1 If iLdepicht-suiy_ of the so- five milasovertbeditnit-wouldventinue.
A citation for careless driving carries-Prieerehieetstaiblitimmatatme-- - 1e4acts as described in KRS p.Le lepay theasisting $1 per mile fine, plus a fine of $25, a 815 increase over the
Wawa _,_
haaland
to am
MT,
mowMaw
iii,jing
a ladds
.,.cop.,se state obscenity statute) I'll reject the
existing fine, plus cola coat* of $27.50.
court costa.
Imersytwewl_Pagolr — whole box," Bordenkircher added. '
Motor-refs 'have die option of Prepayment does not reduce court
.4.51 . "Does the warden have the authority
prepaying speeding tickets, thereby costs.
Industrial Average
' to do that, to set those standards? I
Originally the extra $15 wag to go into
cutting
$10 off the $27.50 court costs.
4914 -%
Afros
. I
think
do," Bordenkircher said. "I'm
Other traffic law violators also have
a special.trust and agency fund to pay,
Air Products
Autericao Maas
44. um . the mayor of this city. Based on my
for the police ,incentives, but critics
the option of prepaying rather than
*Aland Oil
discussions with several grand juries- going to trial on all but a few traffic charged that it would encourage A
AleakaaTelepbone ._____
ai% talc and believe me they don't like this one
ritsdllotor
violations, but the prepayment doesn't -bounty system, where officers would
0%
-4. bitOmtsral motors
ro%
:;,,
I believe I have invoked the cornmake arrests simply to ensure that the
reduce court costs in those Case'
Ososna Tire
-a one munity standards.
Goodstelt driving 60 miles per
fund stayed at a certain level.
for
citation
A
271i -1.
Bedisla
§ince,the:money now goes- into the
suia .3a . The new _mail policy states that in, _.,.hour in a 55 m.p.h. zone would carry a
Mdlaisies
General Fund, Thurman said there
court costs. If prepaid
plus
$5'
of
fine
mates
will
notice
be
and
given
the
54P4
-46
31,54 -V•
Pannvalt
that would total $22.50. If not;repaid it should be no reason for police to step up
X% toe - chance to protest any rejection of inarres•C
or
A
outgoing
-coming
would be $32.50. Therelrlig-thange
inmates
mail,
'
34
but
124 An111-iiiid there has-been a lot of
.
from existing law.
Fis mac contend that portion of the rules is not
driving 75 in a 55- saips misunderstanding and confusion over
for
citation
strictly
followed.----,-_
A
----746
-44
=Kart
°
"Letters come in from the outside by
would carry a fine of $45, an increase of how much fines will increase.
.set*Lagoa%
Woody'

Steck Market

VISA'

F IT
)RES)

tED!
balletic

22:

LAKE DATA
Dog-Wash isb-nnedlr
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m.357.7,
down 0.4.
,•
Pre-Vet Club Saturday
Below.1am309.3, up 0.3.
The Pre-Veterinary Club of
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 357.7,
Murray State University will
down 0.4.
have a dog wash on Saturday,
Below dam 312.3, up 0.5.
April 29, from eight a. m. to
twelve noon at the West
The Snake River runs 1,038 Kentucky Livestock and
miles from its origin in Ocean Exposition Center.
Piateal in Wyotning to its terCosta for the dog wash will
minus'in Washington's Colum- be $2.00 for a small dog, $2.50.
bia River.
fOr a leige dog,and fifty cents
for a flea and tick dip. For
information persons may call
MISS YOUR PAPiRt759-1478 or 767-4832•
.
Subooribero lobe hove us,:
received *air booko-aivororl
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Knights Ofedumbus
- Plan Dinner Saturday

Goshen Church To .
Hear Rev. Easley

4.

Special fifth Sunday services will be held Sunday,
April 30, at seven p.m. at the
Goshen-United Methodist
Church.
Guest speaker will be the
Rev. M. L. Easley, Jr., of
Paris, Tn., who recently
retired as a United Methodist
pastor.
The public'is urged to attend
the special Sunday night
services.a church spokesman
said.

spglivo
e_

OESIG

Pancake Breakfast To
Be Held On Saturday

The Knights of Columbus of
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
The annual Pancake Breakhave a fund raising chicken fast will be
held by the Murray
dinner on Saturday, April 29, High
School Student Council
from twelve noon to sirv.m. on Saturday,
April 29, at the
at the church parking lot.
high school cafeteria.
Cost will be $2.50 for adults,
Serving will be from six to
$1.50 for children seven to eleven
a. m. with the cost
twelve years of age, and free being
$1.50 for adults and
to children under seven years children
under six years of
of age.
age free.

"HEIE,THATS
MYDODGE!'

Paducah, Kentucky

Free Design Assistance and Free Delivtiry within 100 mile radius -

PATIO FURNITURE

25%.,,
Woodard Lyon-Shaw
Carolina Forge

key or
target
Easy

SOFAS AND CHAIRS

BOOK
Shack

25% 60%

78 Dodge Diplomat Medallion four-door.
And based on a comparison Of manuYou sure hear that a lot lately Seems a lot
facturers suggested retail prices
the
of people are finding that Dodge has )(At
Dodge Diplomat Medallion four-door is
the car they re look ing for Like Diplomat.
T he manageably sized car that a manage- priced less than these comparably
eciiiiPped carS. Buick Century Umited
ably priced. too And loaded with luxury
There's luxury you can see In Diplomat's four-door, Olds Cutlass Salon
Broughaft1our-d0Or, and Pontiac Grand
clean, sculptured lines And handsome
LeManS four-door When you consider
interior appointments Luxury you can
-Mel Diplomat is Irim, yet underway It
.v11010109 Dir/lOrtet. has 10 offer. we'rn
smooth
sure yOu:II erkt-up buying or
feels like a big ear
leasing one
•
and assured

)IA
125

0

•

•••

Dodge

to

ORES

BEDROOM GROUPS

25

•...

AC-CB-SORESPointingt, Figurines

Picturtis,
Ashtrays, Candlesticks and more

Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore

Morreir FY. ,

25% 50'
to

OFF

LAMPS
,-

• Consoles, C-uiiosi-tecretoiles,
EociTobles• Cocktail Tahles, Library
Desks'Tab
-

•

451 South 16th St.

753-0632
•

•...WO..

N..-

OFF

SOFABEDS 25 to 50°/0 OFF

-••••••••

be

DINING GROUPS

Use Mcbride's Revolving Charge

9-5 Monday-Saturday, 9-8:30 Friday

PM111 1

FRANKFORT,Ky.- Rural purchase everything from within its prescribed area,
fire departments in Kentucky radios to respirators.
according to Grim.
can now receive matching
Last year _235 fire departThe grants, administered by
grants
from
Falls
the
are
state
to the Division of Forestry,
ments received grants for
Ten positions on the Board River, Lincoln Trsil and
must
fire
rural
members
purchasing equipment, and
small
to
offered
Board
Region.
of Directors of Kentucky
departments for purchasing $59,400 available this year.
Health Systems Agency -West represent the full range of
The deadline for applying
fire fighting equipment and to
(ICHSA-Wi are open and the social, economic. racial and
help finance fire training for the matching grants is
_ organization is soliciting linguistic groups in the region.
for
deadline
programs, according to May 30.
The
nominations ol persons from
Dale
Leys, assistant Elmore Grim, director of the
For additional information
, Western Kentucky to fill these nominations is. April 24.
_
include
_
r
o
s
e
f
o
r
p
should
of
application blanks, inart
at
of
and
Marra,'
Division
Forestry.
Nominations
•
-positions.
Slate University, has had a
Since the grants are On a 50- terested rural fire departWe want the people of the name and address of the
drawing accepted in the 24th 50 matching basis, - fire ments should contact ElmOre
Western Kentuck to be in- nominee and state whether the
annual Drawing and Small departments must match C. Grim, Director, Division of
volved in deciding what kind person is a consumer or a
them dollar-for-dollar with Fortistry, Frankfort, Ky.
ef health care they should provider. Nominations should
sch16_Z
*e
ta4_
sverlitY
rwe_
_
Uni
FUTU" DOCTO" — Thifte" Mu"
. ._.
Health ,
______ -_- - - 11.111vert&Y in M"ncie..114.
Kentucky.
to
mailed
-their
---ovvo-ovenies-or-fronr- 4001187—
be
Eallawrie
.
'of metrocine-Sriewn above"—
r
-rrtrutive _systems Agency West "suit._ Cepted at IN'eoUiiiiiiiiesitiedlei
sharing monlea-Aa-revenue
• County
an
and
The hardy cockroadi cell live
with their advisors, they are: front row,from the left Dr. Karl Hussung, atUvhcir
I," is a small silver-point, their communities.
'
--Robert 0. Miller, president of 401.. 1941 Bishop Lane,
for two months on water alone
professor bf chemistry; lames(Awake,Tell City, Ind;Phi Hunt,Paducah; Barbara Sanmiied-media
piece.
To
rim
40218.
Kentucky
to
Louisville,
available
are
grants
.
The
the board.
or can even survive up to five
_
ders, Murrar Randy Oliver, Metropolis, Ill; Ronnie Wilson, Carlisle- County; and Dr.
„ lemma_
.the. sha
Board members, will be
communities under 10,000 „in„0
Bin
eft
l
the
m...,m
,--s-ar
i
MitYaks-t
nu
Secondlow1
from across population. The only other have shown that the
-G.Smith, a professor of blekity-and-Airadvisor.
area by •Ch
KHSA-W is the regional elected for e,ae*subael
Went
the eeue,---Lry. It was juried by
Steely, Murtar, Quentin Fannin, Murray; Damn Davis, Paducah; and Robert Alien,
health planning agency for the the subarea Health Advisory
qualification for receiving the insect can still live on for a few
KenE. F. Sangulnette, director of grants is that a rural depart- days the
Murray. Back row, from the left Eddie McFarland, Paducah; Dennis McGee, Tell City,
Councils. New members will
when its head is severed
48 counties in western
s
Wacky. The agency is governed be seated at the KHSA-W
Ind.; and Mark Grief, Paducah. Steely, Hunt, Grief, McFarland, Sanders and Wilson will
rnent must answer all calls
hy . a 30-member Board of annual meeting in June.
enter the University of Louisville School of Medicine. Allen, Davis and Fannin will enter
-Directors- eompesed-of.--con. Boartt members-are elected
the thriversity of -Kentucky. Oliver and ORouice will- be-going to the University of
aumers and providers of. for a three year term.
Illinois, while McGee will be going to...Indiana University and Clark to the University of
MODELS
'healthcare. Any resident of
Western Kentucky residents
Tennessee.
'western Kentucky age •18 or are also invited to become
alder is eligible for roem- members of Kentucky Health
berstup on the Board. _
Systems Agency - West. InSy
rpem_h_ers represent A:met= ahaut the agency .
1e six -West -itentuA-y and membership can be had
Subareas - Purchase, Pennyrile;sGreen River, Barren

Dak Leys' Drawing
Accepted For Show

•
Bioiigical Station On'Lake
To

REVIVAL
-Evangelist
Rev:David Street
bening

MURRAY

.
Nazarene'
Church of The
Doran Rd.

Everyone Welcome
April 24-30

Special Singing
Rev. Elmer V. Hughes,Pastor

Courses in beekeeping,'
water and microorganisms,
edible and medicinal wild
plants, • birdwatching, and
riverine appreciation Will be
offered this summer by
Murray State University at
the Hancock Biological
Station on Kentucky Lake. .
Johnson,
Donald
Dr.
professor -ot
sciences at Murray State and
station director, 'Said the
courses are part of a summer
program si 14 courses in
freshwater"—and terrestial
bioloce at the station. Two
sessions of four-week classes
are available - June 12-July 7
and July 10-Aug. 4.
He noted that some of the
courses are of general interest, while others are of a
more specialized nature. Nine
courses will be offered during
the first session from June 12
through July7.They include:

at the station from July 10
Biology 588, Freshwater
Beekeeping, to
beBiology
taught130,by Dr. Alfred through
rough Aug. 4 will include the Biology II, to be taught by Dr.
Andrew Sliger of Mississippi
Wolfson, Murray State f°11°wing murses'
Biology 125, Edible and State from 9a.m. to 4:30 p.m.'
professor emeritus,from }to 5
Medicinal Wild Plants, to be - on Monday* Thontsfil,---ahd p.m. on Wednesdays for one
taught by Dr. Alfred Wolfson Wednesdays for four semester
semester hour of credit.
from 10:30a.m. to 2:30p.m. on hours of credit.
Biology 405, Water and
Wednesdays for one semester
The 500-level courses may
Microorganisms, be taught
hour of credit.
he taken for graduate or
by Dr. Walter Kalisz of
State University from 1 to s Biology 131, Birdwatchlail, gdvanced under-graduate
on - Wednesdays,for one ,to be taught by Dr. Gen credit, while courses numftkrson of 7ifirray "Stare— bered less than 500.are Iursemester hourcit credit.
_ Biology . 481„ Fresairsoe from 6;30.1Q30 .a.m. on undergraduate credit only. '
ho of credit.es•rlaysfor one semester i'ültlthiféeare $20 ánbàur for
Biology, to be taught by-Dr Wednesdays
undergraduate credit and $31
Kalisz from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
hour forgraduate credit for
an
each weekday except WedBiology 589, - Riverine
Kentucky residents and $50 an
nesday for four semester Appreciation, to be taught by
hour and $78 an hour for nonDr. Padgett Kelley of
hours of credit.
residents.
Biology 521, Developmental Mississippi State University
information
Additional
Biology of Freshwater Forms, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thurabout the summer program at
for
Fridays
and
Nancy
two
sdays
Dr.
by
taught
to be
the station, specific courses,
Wolfson of Duke University semester hours of credit.
or registration may be obBethel
Offered
through
each
p.m.
3
to
a.m.
from 8
by writing to: Dr. Don
tained
weekday except Wednesdays College, McKenzie, Tenn., the
Johnson, Hancock Biological
of
hours
semester
four
for
course includes canoeing and Station,
Murray
State
credit.
camping the Buffalo River in University, Murray, Ky.,
The second summer session Tennessee.
42071

BETTER
Melvin Ht
May 4 at
da-PfottA
Speech
dinic coc
nitait
adH
ehmin
hbu
speech
throughot
citizens."
Murray SI
open hou
Street witl
rem
L
2e
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fresh
p

Savings Up To

Top Quality Products
Ws also offer Grill Parts
and Full Sondes on Grills

'Texgas

Railroad Ave.
753-1823
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Murray, Ky.
Saturday, April 29
10:00 a.m.-6:00 pm.
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We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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r, Division of
akfort, .KY-

Fri. & Sat. Store Hrs.8-8

Dunqip Hines 18 Va.„px.

Pr4deof-lifinois--

•oach con live
I water' alone
.ve up to five
water. -Testa
the persistent
e on for a few
ad is severed

Open Daily SAO to lit
Closed Sunday

WE GLADIY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

wilo
w5f, TUNA
Dial Monte
Pineapple °rang* Juke

Paradise ,Strawberry

BMER HEARING AND-SPEECH DAY. — Murray.Mayor
Melvin Henley is shown inking a proclamation declaring
May 4 at Better Hearing and Speech Day in Murray. Ithon-t
tt, left, aNturray
-Staite thiiversity student in the MSU
Speech and Hearing Association, and Betty Blodgett,
clinic coordinator for special education at MSU stand
behind Henley. Henley's proclamation commended "the
humanitarian and rehabilitative services rendered by
- speech language pathologists and audiologists
throughout the city to our communicatively impaired
'
. citizens." In conjunction with the May 4 observation,
Murray State special education department plans an
• open house in the special education building an 16th
Street with free hearing tests, a tour of the facility and
refregimentS,plartqed. Tbe_Cipett Muse will bcfrom_..10
a.m.to 2 p.m.that day.

I lb. bat
14
59
,

PEAS
Hyde Pork

FRUIT
COCKTAIL
-40

Libby Deep Brown

Parkay
a-BAKED

BEANS_ •

Hyde Paisk Pink,

SALMON

-

d Iv..
1823

manager • of Kuhn's Big K
Stores Corporation in Nashville; and Grace Thomas,
employee counselor in the
Kentucky Department of
Human Resources office In
Mayfield.
Dr.
Jules
Harcourt,
thairmart of the Depat tomtit
of Business Education and
Administrative Management
at Murray State, said the
committee is being asked to
provide guidance in two
specific areas - office
education and distributive
education.
''We are concerned with two
major directions,' he added,
"developing necessary skills
and training graduates to go
into the high schools to teach
business and distributive
education to their students."
Harcourt was assisted in
organizing the committee by
Dr. David Eldredge, dean of
the College of Business and
Public Affairs, and Dr.
Alberta Chapman, coordinator
distributive
of
education on the campus.

MONEY SAVING OFFER
ON
REMINGTON

LIMB N'TRIM 10
10

GUIDE
OAR

SPINACH

otA-P- t
JELLY

TEA

MUNI
TEA

I4UFFIN
MIX 7.
2/35
Nabisco Ritz

CRACKERS

I lb box

79'

Produce jj Of The Week

SEEDLESS
RAISINS
COOKIES

2'2 0

Del Monte

CATSUP

89
79
99'

10 Lb

LEMONS

6 Oz Bog

$

89
Pit

Barbecue

. BEEF
ALL
MEAT

WIENERS
U.S. Choice

Grade A
Chitker,

Coltor Cot

_ Breakfast

SIRLOINflPTROAST

lb

ON I. Mak - 7S3-1341

99'

APPLES

69c

Field

--

5 Lb Bag

California

SIRLOIN
TIP
ROAST

S 35.99 (Mali iialue
f44. :
"

ORANGES

U S Choice

$ 5.00

•.-afOttlairitit.-.:71.:7.- •

POTATOES
$119

U S Chore

YOU
SAVE

igmwampam

Florida

Meat Makesalhe Meal There's No Finer Meat Than Owen's Best

The ideal lightweight
electric chain saw . . .
Total weiOht only 41
/
4 lbs.

.

No I Idaho
Del Monte

U S Choice

Special Soitpkirjt_

ritki

Parodies

$34.99

11111111•01.1,4*
nee.
,

16 oz. =

Del Monte

SPECIAL
SALE PRICE

:LIMB N TRIM 10
with big 10' guide bai

Hyde Park'

•
UNIT 2 Li.

No Limit

U. S. Choice

.

_14oz. lit

APPLE-•- SAUCE

Grade A Large "

An advisory committee
has been organized by the
Department of Business Education and Administrative
Management at Murray State
University to assist in setting
goals and evaluating content
of business teacher education
- - -programs.
John English, manager of
the South Central Bell office in
Paducah,
was
elected
chairman of the eightmember committee in a
recent orientation meeting on
the campus. Other committee
members are:
Douglas C. Garner, director
of executive development with
the Cain-Sloan Company in
Nashville; Henry Hodgv,
executive director of the
Purchase Area Development
District in Mayfield; Keith
Rogers, president of Central
Bank and Trust of Owensboro;
James Sanders of Commercial Credit in Paducah; E.
R. Cross, manager of the F.
W. Woolworth Company store
In Hopkinsville; Jack W.
Kuhn, Jr., assistant personnel

!

HAM
SLICES

Pit Barbecue

PORK
Mc L .
77 MACARONI. SALAD
COLE SLAW
Barbecue
'
Owens Famous Pit

BAKE:0AM

a or Whole

lb

1 711
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11 Tricks
18 Cover
A
a
'13 Worms
70 Chose
s
name
vetch
Girl
16
Bitter
22
31 A4 no time • 43 Scorches
723 Godeiess et - 19 Goddess of
46 Fruit
.
the hunt
33 Meals
discord
3$ The ones
48 Let it stand
21 LaviShes
25 Sharpen
lorthress-on---ki --here
51 Nahoor
2/ 8ror4rer of
sheep
36 Outcome
24 Beer mug
, Odin ,
37 Lease
53 The self
26 More re28 Chairs
56 Printer s
39 Empower
tined
30 Brings into
measure
40 Hindu
29 Dinner
qi.keen1
course
58 Article
_12:AaPrPeCh
14 Withered_
t1_42bWav
semi
12
38 Cut
41 Pronoun ,
7
10 •
is
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2 Notice
NOW OPEN TuesdaySunday for your dining
pleasure.
Cypress
Springs Restaurant on
Beautiful Ky. Lake. Call
436-5496.

aV

:

_

tat

is

necks
44 Rockfish
EXtrasenSOry perception
tabor

24
28

27

30
33

1
4

----e-eirropeen&

38

-49-Hurrred =50 Peteltons
- 52 Declare
54 Exist
55 Kite
57 Feast
" • 59 English

44

43

Wins Statewide Poster Contest

53_
7.

Sue's
Beauty
Salon

DOWN

Ti

fed Fiat;int Svrldicate",._ 1ne

-

Save 15% to 2010

PEANUTS

COOK -41.7-1 WANT.15
LITTLE
iN5t0E INORAtiATION...

Area

RYltakt5TANCE,
DO ANIMALS TANK
ABOUT ,,?iLL DAq ?

231451-anciing

FACBELTONE
TORY FRESH batteries
-Wallis Drug -Store,
Murray, Ky. Call 7531272.

S. lost And Found
LOST BEAGLE, _3 years
old male. Aboid -IS"
tall. Black back, light
tan head. Call 753-4668.

FOR SALE
imy
Crypts
Samth side _A

Murray „
,h1mmeilmia, tier* 1111Sereet,--Merrey. S500.00 fir
437-4444 after S p.m.
I

WOFFORD CEMETERY
CLEANING-on May 6th
in Stewart Co. All you
good people as you are
now, so once were
THEY. That have
passed away. Lets come
and help beautify- theour
for
cemetery
relatives and friends on
that DAY. Send all
donations to Dover
Peoples Bank, Dover,
Tenn. for the upkeep of
the aineteff.

PIZZA HUT
application

waiter an
beitaid
person onl
Motel,
Room heti
and 5 p.m.

6 Help Plante°
AIDES
MEDICATION
. with certificate for 3-11
shift. LPN or RN for 3-11
Shift. Contact Barbara
Clapp at 247-0200

PARKING
tit
Bra
Restauran
• 10 houri
weekend I
---C111-47443

*ANTED
• HOUSEKEEPER, 3
days week. Middle age
preferred. Must furnish
own transportation. Call
753-5141.
FULL AND PART time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive In.

MI6*
-

-

WANTED PART OR -FULL time general
labor worker. Call 7536970.

Ms ma he accepted Igy tbe

upkeep if the Temple IM
Cemetery, arid COO p.
kfisakry, Moy 4. Smiled
bids may be gives to Mho
Grogan, Bei Ilestway, Sr
lisetton
,

literriey,.502
m 17

41.11.1.111.1.1111.1
WANT
woman for
One to 2 ch
Some chi
volved.
required,

QUALIFIED
or
BOOKKEEPER
needed.
accountant
Applications now being
taken for bookkeeping
position with local firm.
Person hired must
possess skills in ledger
entries, payroll, etc.,
and respect and Confidentially - of postion.
Degree or associate
degree preferred but not
necessary. Interested
person should mail
complete resume to past
experience and salary
expectations to P. 0.
Box 148 Murray, Ky.
42071.

New! Deep-Sculptured "Parquet"

MIR

OMNI

.ssewi
Camiliwi
esum:
anappy pi
:
-Irs
e s;
Yeadiebilt

WANTED. Someone to
babysit two, children in
my home, one day per
week. Call 753-7650.

r

BALONEY

BURGER a
full time a
help, male
for days
ba ab
wookends,
or older. Ni
("Ply. No
Apply in
dent app
- 2 p.m
-

DEEEWHIEHOHCKEN-- dinner, sponsored by the
Knights of Columbus of----St. Leo's Church,
Satuiday,Ap
- ciLik.maoa
until 6 p.m. Adults,
$2.50; children 7-12,
$1.50; under 7 free. For
information call 753-3876

-

LAST YEAR I SWAM
ACROSS THE. LAKE
50- TIMES
•

Ui
COU

Near
State Park.

YOUR NEED IS bUr
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

-Frair • -fifth -place:- In the survey- dicapped.
. -FRANKF'ORT,
Poster awards go to the
Western-7Kentucky---yitung--"contest, Gail Tucker of
TWO BRONZE busts
people are among I? state- Calloway County High School creators of the most original
approximately 4 inches
winners of the 1978 Poster and and Terry Holmes of South posters dealing with the theme
George
tall
"Ability Counts" Survey Hopkins High School both won "Hire The Handicapped." The
Washington and John
survey awards go to those
Contest. In the poster corn- Honorable Mention.
Quincy Adams was
Certificates of merit as well competitors who write the
petition, Vicki Young of Ohio
stolen from my home.
County High School won third as monetary awards will be best essays about hanReward for any inpresented during the next four dicapped people after having
place and Todd Jacobs of Ft
leading to the
formation
Campbell High School won weeks by the local offices of talked to employers in their
inAll
recovery.
community.
for
Bureau
Manpower
the
confidential.
formation
Young Kentucky talent has
Services .of _the Department
759-1920 after 6 p.m.
captured national recognition . Call
for Human Resources.
The annual contest is during the past five years.
sponsored by the Kentucky jAkst May, Debbie Hertzel
Committee on Employment of from Ohio County High School • Sell Avon-make money. new
fnends and put Avon on
the Handicapped in - con- was presented the first place
everybody's Ups Call 753_ junction with national efforts tuitional poster award by First
5710 In Murray or 443-3388 in
Lady.
Carter
in
Rosalyn
of .the President's_ C,onitoittee_
Paducah
on Employment of. the Han- Washington at the annual
meeting of the President's
dicapped.
FILW FLASII CUBES,
- The event, which is Committee. In 1974 Robert
CUIERAS,FUMES,
designed to educate youth Shipp from North liardin High
Artcraft'Sfudios
about their handicapped School won third place in the
neighbors,attracts some 4.0QQ national "Ability Counts"
-1541S.ins • 753.0035
taievedhe
KeatuekY high school juniors. Stirvey ',Contest, and in -1973
and 'seniors each year," said . -Kentucky student Timothy
Mary Louise Sandman, Scott from Lewis County High
Executive Secretary -of the School received the first place
Kentueky Committee on award in the national poster
Employment of --the Han- :contest.

..‘

AMVETS

$20 permanent waves
for $15. May t-13.
753-2551 " for
appointment.

trance.

1 San

Sat. Night
April 28 & 29
"GENE WOOD
and M000tta"

SAVE AT

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
Lopes. Made -from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 42A0. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
7530035. -Free parking
lot, _use_ _our._ rear en-

,

2 ill wart
Ramie
Fri. Night

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman'J
- oss,217 South
13th., pboqe 753-3128.

BIBLE FACT INC.
Romans 12:2 states:"
And be not conformed to
this world: but be ye
transformed by the
renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what
is that good, and at_
ceptable, and perfect,
will of God." Are you
serving the Lord accordini[to the scripture?
For Bible study or Bible
' answers call 753-0984.

" „Calloway County High Student
- '.

32

Kentucky VICA
VICA CLUB WINNERS - Representing the Murray VICA Club at the
_ - -ski& ohmpics held April 29 and 21 at lbondoit Wft_ left to riert, terry fahvek apappliance repair
pliance repair teacher; Earl Hicks, carpentry contestant Steve Baker,
contestant Mike Duncan, who won third place as auto body contestant and Gail Dick,
coordinator for
who won third place as practical nursing contestant. lames Lawson,
to London.
group
Center,
Educational
the
accompanied
Vocational
Area
IA_ the Murray
•,•-• -
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I STUCK THREE STARS
ON ZERO'S HELMET.
HE wALKED OUT
- WITHOUT..NOTiCING ..
Jr

HE COULD 6ET
ARRESTED FOP,
IMPERSONATING
A GENERAL!
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NOW WHERE
DID HE Go?
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BtONOIE
FOR DESSERT
WE'RE PEATURING

VAN WOuLD VOL/ kiiA(E A CAKE
OuToF ASPARAGUS'

MAT SOUNDS

ASPARAGuS
CAKE

At last -7--the kind of timeless rug design that 1S at home in
country. formal or contemporary rooms! Classic pattern and
border are created in a two-level sculptured effect of deep,
dramatic shadows that change with the fight! • -

$75,000
IN ONE YEAR!

Cif)
.
PA*Rk,

BEETLE RAII1T
WHAT'S
601 NS
ON?

NET

'WELL,IT WAS STARTING TO
SPOti...• -WHAT WOULD
•-•\.( YOU'VE

Atlanta. Washington
Orlando • Memphis
MANAGEMENT POSIT KA
Only nuna steno conytnce In of
tlYitt nnonnty and tholoAttoo to
ift.htey• SUCCESS ...II be consdf
wed .
Good chatarter rilltabtloty • an,
chelasen ettece ,inpf.” u, 144,111
then •ROOrOnae
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No MCI. MOW

your background te env nue Oa
met the pe..nn eno me looking foe
Phone of lord* today
. LIMITED OPPOPITUNIT Y

•
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6
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et,

Loom woven of sturdy, easy to clean acrylic yarns in five gowith-so-much colors Ivory, Russet, Toast, Celadon and Blue

<I

iTTFIT1

YERNIE111.11 61115
IiIIKStwtoN if
11,on,,e1,,, I, I •11. or
2CE2 )47

UI

'
444

4' 6'

6' x
9"it17.

Sale
s 74 95
6149.95
S299 95 .

Reg
$ 89.95
$1 89 95
$379 95
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114"tee,-,,es

THE PHANTOM
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1 F.it iiti,.

SURE
LA' TO HELP.
Kiskyty
DIQtp
YOu'RE MARRIED>.

i 05CAR,GAN XDU 'Tit
ME IN TO AV VVIFE'S
PHONE? HERE'S

n itrd Horne Furninhiti_pa

_DIE nIJMEIER.

HOUSe-r
'
•,.

oe• 1111P
41.-.1/111,

M

An Ethan Allen Gallery
.

MRS. WALKER
MY MAME'S OSCAR.
7 HAVE A CA L
F1110' )1:X1 VIA
5#7,7- WAVE
IrAtN9

OH HELLO!
DIANA.
DARLINO

HOW
wONDERFUL!
HERO
ARE Yor:14.)

WANTED
BLOCK
MACHINE operator. '
Besser and Columbia Machine and Associated
Equipment. Very good
pay, very good benefits,
excellent climate. W. M.
K. Builders Products, •
Las V140141 Nevada. Call
.1-7427565-9751._ - _
- ,
Mechanic
Needed
feed Immo Incivility,
refrain's to P. 0. Om 37

114 North Third St.-. Pad'utrah; Ky. •
Phone 443-6257

We'sav

Poston V

It'sw str

To find
should,o,

O.
•

L

•

Financing
4311-21
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6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

rs

WANTED AMBITIOUS
couple to manage a
consumer service center
in this area, part time.
Unlimited
income
potential. Call 753-3763.

5
Landing

HICKENad by the
mbus of ---Church,
TS, nooft_-_.
Adults,
!n 7-12,
'Tee. For
1 753-3876

, 3 years
)Gut 15"
ck, light
753-4668.

AIDES
e for 3-11
N for 3-11
Barbara
'30

PER, 3
+fiddle age
ist furnish
Ation. Call
ART time,
car hops.
s.. Apply in
Drive In.

'ART OR
! general
r. Call 753-

omeone to.
children in
ne day per
53-7550.

or
PER
needed.
now being
mpokkeeping
local firm.
red must
s in ledger
yroll, etc.,
and donof postion.
associate
rred but not
Interested
)uld mail
ume to past
and salary
to P. 0.
urray, Ky.

10 Business Opportunity

6 Help Wanted
FULL TIME DAY cook.
Apply in person Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
9 Situations Wanted

Call Days 753-3744
Nights 753-7618

Help
Wanted

000

E YEAR

•WS,ftell'{

I thr• unsure Ind
Anyelasally
lusna oparabons
able parson no
st Ian our Intto
netwoet to
DI ATE LY

-PrMil qr., Lassa
oral farsz

Division merchandise
manager. Good benefits, vacation,
profit sharing, good working conditions, experience preferred.
Apply in person at Roses
Department_ Store. Full -time
position.
,

'ashington

SOUP'S ON, the rug that
Is, clan with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".

t••••

Equal Opportunity Employer

POSi 'f
cantonal. in of
it detlittettno to
S *oh be conod

reftebtItte
IffOrths tit moot
Mn matter what
it ygot owe he
loolong fog
wile Nodes

'PORTO/411Y

eod ni Iowa whet legeograw
needs -Ile to,. to
MN MOW WA
Insotetwo Awn,has on*talui sou nunl The

%Oa el Shafts.

BMA Ode

Iamb

'
4
7$8411111

Three good reasons
to buy a BostonWhaler.

1.1/91,A1 LON-

r

•

L81 8/111t).
root N if
2(1".

• BLOCK
operator.
eColumbia
Associated
Very good
ad benefits,
nate. W. M
Products,
evada. Call

tonic

clod
• hoorah.,
P. 0. Doi 32.

SLOSS-TAILIMILTSSMISEMI to. U
lain Ibilan lc

DRESSES and pant suits,
size 10 and 12 Call 759140.

If E who, ran
1.0 Issw ,fr.rus

Memphis

6. IOW WOK OA MIMI
111:7111110111
I kill/ WM. teAlo I miri pli

'FARMERS --OF -WEST- "FOR -SALT --TGitTeo
KENTUCKY. . .." now
Electric cook stove. $90
have Group Excess- - -Like new. Moving
must
Major
Medical
sell. Call 759-4631 and
available. . . Family
753-9924.
rates under $80.00 per
year. Thsi plan is co- SALE - SNAPPER
administered and enmower replacement
dorsed by the Major
blades. Your choice 26",
Midwestern Livestodr' • 28" or 30". $5.99 each.
Exchanges, For In. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
formation of this new
group insurance AIR
CONDITIONERS.
progiam call or write to
R.C. Evans, 474-8848, or
BENNETT
AND
474-2748.
ASSOCIATES,P.O. Box
946, Murray, Ky. 42071- 55 GALLON DRUMS,
Phone 759-1486.
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.

Mini Warehouse space available, large ?S' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for ahouse full of furniture.

tJ LIKE 10

.1.•

11011111111111
isims to sliub• ei WO

OMEN

MICE

gager-we
tgoteg_,,...-_at

•

.4111111"
.

We sawed this Boston Whaler into ttiree pieces to prove to you
Boston Whalers don't sink
-ction.
-:therrktsoertrottr-trnieitteieera-aeRdWW•II-Coaatsei
--OMIT Ig-abrUM SeillabkIck Of total" In 4, ftbergtass,
Its so strong we offer a 103year,structural warranty on every
To find out the many other reasons why you
Should,own A Boston- Whaler,-see them at
t

MID-SOUTH SAII.S, CHARTER INC.

Financing Available
4311-2174.

e,71,Lourfer,
Bodon w
ir
voivo Penta,
to Trotter

( Next to Murray Bait CO
'
Hwy.94 East

Sale

8 HORSE power Huffy
riding mower. 26" cut.
Pull start. $250. Call 4354294 after 5:30 p.m.

WANT_ YARDSL T42 111.9w •
SOUR WIEN sudsCall 753-6854.
-jirEED SOMEONE TO
full time and part time
- clean house References
10 Business Oppoitunity
help, male and female
-required. Call 753-7431.
WANTED
STANDING
for days and nights.
timber. We pay -tow
Must be aisle to work oa
'MOULD YOU -LIKE TO NET
solicitors
-PHONE
prices on good-quality
weekends, must be 1$
, needed, day and and
$75,000_ . timber and will pay cash
or older. No others need
- night shift. call 753LN ONE YkAit
or percentage your
apply. No phone calls.
BE SELF EMPLOYED, AND
7861
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
NOT HAVE TO INVEST ,A
Apply in person only,
LOT OF MONEY. '
502-489-2334.
`t apply fra4ts--*-•-----irlNISH --CARPENTER
Sag our 0 undo ekap
GOOD
helper.
MEI) MoRILE
carpepter
a.m. - 2 p.m. or 5 p.nt,-44
and
homes. Call A-527-8322.
Do not • apply on
p.m.
ALL FIXTURES and
Saturday. Custom Built,
supplies. Contact
19/0-1975 CHEVY. Low
753-0984.
PIZZA HUT now taking
Special Occasion, Ltd.
mileage. One owner.
- applications for full and
121 Bypass.
Call 354-8469 after 5.
Wa_liresSa- _
•
' MANAGER
waiter and cooks. Must
-s Eurimms FOR LEASE,
- A SET OF patio wrought
TIMIEL
bell-and over. Apply in
from.. furniture. Table
See
BettyBypass.
121
person only at Regal 8
COORNII-JOURNAL
and chairs. Call 753-6747.
OcSpecial
Hinton,
If
Motel, Conference
casion
Ltd.
Cy.
Louisville,
Room between 10 a.m.
MOBILE HOME
with
This newspaper is
and 5 p.m.
room addition added. On
FOR SALE OR LEASElooking for an ingood shady large lot.
Commercial metal
dividual who enjoys
PARKING ATTENDENT
With outside storage..
ZS
X
40.
Gas
building
(Ky.
&
travel
weekly
at
Brass
Latern
building.
Call 759-1667.
heat, Located at 406
So. Ind.) and has the
Restaurant in Aurora 8Sunbury Circle. For
for
needed
qualities
15 Articles For Sale
10 4 hours a
wed
further information call
working with the
weekend evening only. _
WE BUY AND SELL used
-753-0839 or 7534287.
person
Call 4474-2337.
air conditioners. Dill
selected for this
Electric 753-9104 or 753position should have
kiimmor Is
1551.
business experience in IMMEDIATE OPENING ist
Almost
and/or
sales
FRIGIDAIRE washer atoolcol Operator. Ix• lore
- management. -This 4
and dryer. Remington
.00iewI stir*. wipes wedWould
you
like
to earn 05,000
position will pay above
typewriter. Call 753-,
seeepsay rid beilefits. Caw
this summer in. a modern
- average salary - in5599.
energy related industry'
tut Geste D. Swilb Sq Of=
LOW INVESTMENT-HIGH
eluding, expense acIke Persessol Mowsger,
PROFITS _
TOBACCO STICKS, 15
count, car allowanace,
Vooderbill Cloweicol CarFull or part tizne. Coinpony.
Training SchooL Age is not 8
liberal benefits and
cents each. Standard
pennies, Rerste 2, Ilex 54,
factor. Investment secured by
Mousy, 502-753-49M.
bonuspackage.
length. Call 753-4120,
machinery.
You may never have a chance
Mail Noseme
James Sills.
IBte this again.
to:
once:
Refer
RELIABLE
WANT
CUSTOM
Courisr-JOurnal, lob
MADE
woman for housekeeper.
Netieowide Merkwilitg, loc.
Dirdraperies, made to your
State
Jarott,
One to 2 days per week.
1/31 Earl Nigh Avows
measurement. No labor
cslatioui
New Meiladelphio, Oi.44463
Some child care incharge.
Over 150 patLouisville,
Ky.
402020,
Koos:(214) 33/-23417
volved. References
terns and colors, 15 per
525 W. koadway.
required. Call 753-8760.
cent off month of April.
P.N. Hirsch & Co. 7539779.

FT

IM$

I

ill

15 Articles For

PORTABLE DISHWASHER, 965. Portable
travel crib, ideal for
summer. Call 753-7116.
ONE THOUSAND gallon
steel water tank on skids
with complete hoses
$850. Call 502-382-2322,
Henry A Burton, Lynnville, Ky.
FREEZER BEEF Choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Fropt quarter 79,cents a
pound, whole onthalf 89
cents a pound, hind
quarter 99 cents a pound
hanging weight. Food
stamps accepted. We
also
do
custom
slaughtering.
Paris
Meat Processing, 6428201 off 641 One mile
North of Paris on Old
Murray Road.
SCRAP CANDY, -and
scrap log rollap$1.00 to
$1.50
per
pound
Available at old Almb
school house, 8 -a.m.'to 5

CARPET sizes 16' 4" z
11'..x 12%8'7" x 9'B".
•
tood condttliii Can.ea1997.
16 Home Furnishings
FLORAL SOFA, $25. Call
753-0492.
ME-A-RED-keg' 75
NEW CRUSHED velvet
sofa and 2 floral chairs.
Tappan
Used
refrigerator. Call 7536501.
18 Sewing
SEWING MACHINE in
cabinet, Aiews perfect.'
Full cash price, 139.50.
Call' Martha
Hoper,354619.
HOUSE
S
F:
s0.
0UtSAND
1 j.6th
mp dnOF
Needleart Shoppe, Fox
Street. Must sell my
stock
entire
of
Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
worsted weight and
sports weight yarns at ...
42 price, to make room
for my new line -of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock - many new kits
and pattern books in
crewel and- cotton
embroideries, latch
hook', • dee-draft-in t
. knitting and crochet.
tablecloths,
Stamped
napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
Full line of accessories
for each needleart.
Needlepoint lessons cost of materials only.
Information call 753-

3e5.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR. SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call
489-2126.
1963 4,146 GAS burner
Ford tractor. In good
operating condition. Call
753-8555.
MANURE SPREADER,
$125. Call 485-2242.
TWO ROW BIRCH
planter in good condition. Call 437-4382.
1951 FORD RED Belly
tractor. New paint
Excellent condition.
$1250. Call 489-2538.
INTERNATIONAL five
14" semi-mounted plow.
Ford two row cultivator
with fenders Call 7533090.
OWE TWO ROW 3 point
hitch cultivator. Call
753-1261 or 759-4088.
20 Sports Equipment
MUST SELL 277 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
equipped 460 Ford
engine,one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
warranty. Edwards'
Motor Co., E 4th Street,
Benton, Ky. 527-1436
days, 577-8814 nights.

western
44 MAGNUM
style.pistol. Call 753-9951
- after 5 p.m..
M" GIRLS bicycle. Call
7534447 after 5 pin.
l4
FIBERGLASS
Runabout- and trailer

..iicoisz.:41xevau-"vitirr4114bps-giiitrtit*
:1111410F
600n- • saturallY, KY,
Candy Co.
SMOKii: DETECTORS,
advertised
nationally
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
• Refrigeration, 110 South
.121h.

tiotoi.404itte-;86:111.Coll 7534918 or 746475.4.
.
ALUMINUM
FISHING boat with
accessories. 20 h.p
Johnson tnntow7 trailer
motor
and trolling
$1.000.00. Call 753-9235
after 3

22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos._
Lonardo Piano Co,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.

31 Apartments For Rent

ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment near
downtown Murray. Call
7634109

FURNISHED
APART_ . MENT, $58 month..C.411
6333.
755
.
811;:
-ANITat::11/11111
-MIME Part).- -to. take
33 Rooms For Rent
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old
Wurlitzer piano. J and B SLEEPING ROOMS, air
-'eondttion, private en• Music, 753-7575. - '
trance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman
Apartment, South 16th Street,
753-6609.

38 Pets

41. Public Sales

Supplies

AKC BLACK LAB pups,
good blood lines. Call
247-22111, nights 247-7002
For Sale

Rabbit Cages
Call

753-7737
RE634TER ED -0tO
English Sheep dog 1
year old Call 759-461.

SALE SATURDAY April
29, 8:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m., 106 So. 12th St.,
clothes, books, material,
cosnortics,
household items, odds
and ends, some nice
itern.s, very reasonAle
GARAGE SALE, Friday
12-5, Saturday 7:30-5. 701
Sycamore.
Furnture,
pictures, clothes and
miscellaneous
items.

YARD SALE,Friday 8 till
4. SaturdaY_1-12. 505 N.
YARD SALK---April----15
5121 Street
.
34 Houses For Rent
and 30th, 8 to 5. MISInspection
Mulberry. Lots of an- MOVING SALE, old!
HOUSE 641 South. Three
- Kelley's
tiques.
miles from Murray. Call
fashion Philco radio
Termite
753-4645 after 4:30 p.m.
cabinet model, $50.
YARD SALE, Classic
Black naugahyde extra
& Pest
Datspn _Sport.. 18104 • long-couch-andcbair476,
35 Farms For 4•.r.:
Chestrolet Stet-ion-- Black vtti5,1 -vocking
Solotb 1)0
FOR RENT 100 acres'for
recliner, $21.'-French
wagon, Wolk auto parts.
Phew* 753-3914
soy beans, New Conboat eq.0
In Business Over
,11"rovincial Basset, 2 end
30 Years
cord. Write Harold
clothing, furniture, lots ' tables and-i,long coffee
Certified By EPA
Jewell, 1750 Moorhouse,
of Miscellaneous,
table, $50 each. Large
Ferndale, Michigan
Friday and Saturday
mirror,gold leaf antique
48220.
24 Miscellaneous
April 28th and 29th Highhand carved cabinet,
way 121 pas,sed, New
early 19th.Century, $225.
36 For Rent Or lease
BABY BED COMPLETE,
Concord, left at the new
One
maple, -chest
chest, $50. Blue couch, GARDEN SPACE for
Mt. Carmel Church and
drawers, Early
$50, drapes, $10. Call
follow signs.
rent. Approximately 2
American, $50. French
after 5, 753-8333.
acres. Suitable for inProvincial chair, red
YARD SALE, 307N. 6th,
diviVue or groups. Uall
and gold, $25.-One
-Tegi
.
April 28 and 29. Friday
like new, MS. Call 75$7534774.
_ 9130-5. Satday 9-4._ _ 39
IN STOCK
Many kinds of items
Decorative Rock
never used.
•
Mhti tiff Raft
AUCTIONSALE WedWarehouse
nesday May 3, 10 a.m.
ANTIQUE YARD SALE
Storage Space
Nnitiuzial Hotel
April 28 and 29. 13-415-a-kFor Rent
44 -We or till
Furnishing,
6th & Main
china
cubbard,
kitchen
753-4258
Roger Hudson
Murray ky. 48 rooms of
cabinet, large oak
antique
furniture.
wardrobe, round oak
37 Livestock Supplies
753-4545 or
Watch Monday aftable, camel back trunk
ternoons paper for detail
and chairs, lots of small
PONY AND SADDLE,
7534763
antique and modern - listing or 'call 435-4128
$35. Call 436-5618.
For information.
items. Follow 121 South
to Fairview Acres. turn
BLACK QUARTER
26 TV Radio
43 Real Estate
left go 3-4 miles Sale
HORSE, mare, barrel
across road from Old
PHASE LINEAR 400
horse. Call 492-8128.
ANOTHER
NEW.
Salem Cemetery.
amplifier, Sony reel to
LISTING - Roomy-4 3
reel tape recorder. Call
EIGHT , NICE- PIGS, FOUR PARTY yard sale,
bedroom home cif lig
753-0492.
Friday and Saturday
Call 474N0_010
aere lot only minutele.
=n.
9:09 till? 94 Highway
from ,city ,lin)its. HOU2‘.27. Mobile Home Sales
Murray, 3rd
features study, 144
38 Pets Supplies
house past Brown's
1972 MOBILE home, 12
baths, central heat
grocery.
65. Call between 5 p.m. air, 2 car attachedWHITE
_
GERMAN__
9 p.m. 753-4103.
garage. Lot has nice
Shepard, female; 8 YARD
SALE, Friday and
shrubs and 'trees, inmonths.
Housebroken,
12x CO TWO bedroom 1 kt
Saturday starting at 10
cluding some fruit trees,
all shots. Good with
baths, all -electric,
a.m. 1511 Johnson Blvd.
and fenced backyard.kids.
Call
753-5986.
central heat and air.
Some antiques, dolls
Phone Kopperud Realty,
Furnished. Call 489-2408.
toys and furniture,
753-1222 or visit our
PUPPIES
PUPPIES
miscellaneous items. 280
conveniently located
Chow Chows, Golden:
WELL KEPTNational Geographies.
office at 711 Main,
Retrievers,
Bull
home. Large wooded lot.
Terriers, Chesapeake YARD SALE, Saturday
New spacious work
Bay retrievers, Scotties,
shop. Edge of Cadiz.
sun up till? 121 South at
Pekingese, Pugs. Hours
$9500 firm. Call 436-5590
Meadow Green Acres.
9-6 Monday through
for appointment.
Watch for signs. Lots of
Saturday. Closed
sewing
clothes,
Sunday. Paradise.
machine, furniture,
REDUCED mobile home,
Kennels, 753-4106.
antiques.
central heat and air.
Nice garage, lot with
well. Close to lake. Call
436-2733.
41 Public Sales

_

BOYD- MAJORS

10 x50 mobile home, 2
bedroom. Call 753-5352

REALTORS

1969 EMBASSY mobile
home, all electric. $4000
1974 Chevy van, series
30, air, power steering brakes. 350 V-8
and
automatic. $3800. Call
753-7216.
19 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts
Call 753-3280.
4HOBLE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Fox
and
Estates
Meadows, South 16th
753-3855.
31. Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT furnished apartment or
duplex for single retired
teacher. Prefer -quiet
atmosphere. Can 7535189 after 5

Murray

Mayfield

piimmawass tiatir

Wingo

;4114

DREAMING OF THAT "JUST RIGHT" HOME??
This custom - built 3 bedroom, By., 2 bath home offers spacious rooms; large
closets, attractive stone fireplace & deep lot that has space for children to play
or a place for summer barbecue. Really a nice home that you should see without
delay.

WANT TO RENT nice
1
small effieiency
bedroom apartment for
fall and spring semester
Call 7594953.
32 Apartments For Rent
'SOUTHSIDE MANOtt
APARTMENTS South
Extended,
Broad
• MAMMY. ALM.- ,pittliPpriti tin! being
taken for new one, two
and three' bedroom,
Section VIII Bud subsidized apartments Occupancy available 3060 days. Call 753-8668
Ask for lirenda Jones
iippertunity,
Equal
housing.

JUST REDUCED BEAUTIFUL LAKE FRONT HOME
Well constructed, attractive 6 room hoi;4,2 baths,fireplace, central heat & air,
2 car att. garage, raised deck. Shady- lot with a magnificent view of lake. Ex-.
cellent. pier. & duck facilities_ PiutocamicShurcs;:tlyver
point:moat

Boyd-Majors Real Estate

105' Nortft
111h

Sheet

-The Professional Services With The Friendly Touch
Audre Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire /53 8217
Homer Miller 753-7519

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
B B Hook 753-2317
Realm Mood 753-9034
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1978 TL 250 Honda set up
FOR
SALE
BY •
for woods and trail
OWNER 2280 sq. ft. of
riding. $525.1974 CR 125
living area. Three
Honda $375. Call 474-2741 1973 CADILLAC Sedan
bedrooms, 2 kitchens,
De Ville. Am-FM stereo,
after 4 p.m.
bar, recreation ream,
8 track, cruise, power
LOTS FOR SALE in
fireplace, balcony porch
seats, leather interior,
Bagwell Manor. Contact
with good view ctlEY7
low mileage, excellent
753Brandon,
Howard
Lake. Attached garage
,condition. Make an
43119.
arlth large storage area
_
offef -Call 753-5561.
Like new. Cati-410iNir
-:
'
__on 120 r200 lot In
or 753-2321.
LOTS FOR SALE
t-re
Lakeway Shores at
1973 VEGA GT, air
view lots in restricted
hollows of hill on left.
condition. Must sell. Call
subdivision at 1973
Make offer. Driections
753-9849.
MOTORCYCLES
TWO
prices. Central Water
at Bonner's Grocery on
Honda, excellent
75
XR
-Call 436-2473.
Pottertown Road for
condition. $100. Mini
Red McCormick. See
trail 50 Honda, fair
after 5 p.m.
condition. $75. Call 753-

WATER FRONT and
PRICE REDUCED $1008..
_
lakeview lot in 'a
Guy
Realty
Spann
Price just reduced on
prestige restricted area.
low
LTD,
•reed
1969
this spic and span 3
also a few five acre
mileage, 'Call 763-bedroom, 2 bath home
petrels only one mile
2960.
west of City limits.
from lake. Call John C.
Central heat and air,
ileadmaer, relator, 505
1971 DATSUN 2402. good
greatroonr
lovely 36 116
Main St., Murray. 75.3running order, needs
with fireplace and an9101 or 751-7531NAY: Wildt.• $11Kk. Ca
tique oak mantel, oide:EMLILL-_--INCOMET- located in walking
753-6688 or 753-1931.
shopping
- -side Iterate- bta1tial&
--7PROPEor--3.110
7-distance of
7
‘
•
near university. Biconcrete driveway
centers, grocery stores
1967 FORD FALCON
Level brick home with • and school
attactive landscaping.
Sport coupe. 2139 V-87 4
KOPPERUD
main floor having 3
" Phone
bridrogithime rtmeland
speed, good engine and
752-12-22_
bedrooms, 1 Ls baths.
den, ferieedin Wei and
tires. Call 753-7346.
addttonal 6 apartments
wood patio, priced in the
CONVENIENT
with separate entrances
tell
30's. Can't wait to
LOCATION - Walk
in lower level. Central
you more about it. Call
across the street to the
natural gas heating and
me at 753-1492 for more
THREE _ BEDROOM
,maiversity from this
and central electric air_
BY OWNER mini farm..--COUNTY ESTATE City
details, Loretta Jobs - -farm bows withacres
phone
KOPPERUD
•
Realtors.
land. Barn- and out- • Over 3 acres. 4 miles to - • conveniences 2 miles
1974 PINT()
Squirt
With three bedrooms,
1975 CHEVROLET
from city limits. 3.3
SS
NOVA
1971
REALTY. 752-1222 for
Murray, on Pottei-town
buildings. Good garden.
Wagon,4 speed and air.
two baths, central gas
Monza town coupe.
of
acres
conprivacy,.
Air
,Automatic,
courteous,
reliabfe
Rd. four miles to lake.
8 miles from Paris
ExcUerit condition. Call
heat and--a- half
Four
red.
Triple
Private lake. Beautiful
dition, Power steering,
service.
Two bedroom, -electric
Landing J. H. Austin,
753-0570 after 5.
basement. There is also
automatic
.cylirider,
wood
$850.
park
area,
V-8
barn
Brakes,
Power
heat, Franklin fireplace,
Southland
Real
an extra plus with a
transmIssion, -26,
suitable for-honiee,-shap.---tatone-153-6958:- --eenditoneri-eow _
threa_ro_om' upstairs
miles. bike new..'Ca
and
storage
building,
-= carpet, 11eVi root-skein
apartment mitit
after 5 p.m. -,
-7014735
nice
C-HRYSLER,
.
MTh
house,
2 bedroom
pRiczni_iipripuczo windowli, fenced feu large
entran_If-you are-,
AM-FM,
-clean,.
ea
air,
of
lots
fully
carpeted
82000 on this spotless 3 . horses Good pasture.
lookinghouie
a-redio. Good rubber.
closets and cabinets.
Lots of trees. Complete
bedroom, 2 bath home
priced in the mid forties
$2,000 or would trade for
expand
will
Contractor
hookup for mobile home
1972 PLYMOUTH station
. just west of Murray City
that is convenient to the
late model pickup. Call
to
3
4
or
to
bedroom
753Call
property.
on
wagon, power and air.
Limits. Home features
university call us today.
1977 CAMARO LT, 22,000
436.2461.
your specifications with
7450. Price $21,500.
$650.
Excellent conden
with
Phone Kopperud Realty,
fireplace,.
A TOUCH of Nature
miles. AM-FM and tape.
- commitment. Priced in-:
• -- " Ma:rag4644.
formal dining room,
.7034222, anytime.
this 7•-•
with black in-tittet u da
Silver
excellent
PINTO,
071
low's
753-9850.
40's
Call
-LAKEFRONT
central heat and air, 2767-2358.
beautifully kept brick on
Call
terior.
be
Can
Silver.
condition.
HOUSE
UNDER
car attached garage and
WE HAVE LOTS in HOME FOR SALE 4 Year
'picturesque 2 acre •
121
Station,
Fine
at
seen
CONSTRUCTION.
realistic price in the•
1977
Panarama Shores,
SALE:
FOR
_ bat.. Someof the special
old 3 bedroom, 2 full • Bypass. Call 753-9706.
Good water frontage.
40's. Phone us today for
home
Blood--River Estates,
features of this
-CdWisirraiUti; -18,000
baths, dishwasher,
-Completed-on-outside- more information this 1
Healey
Kellum Shores for lake
are: beautiful built-in
INS AUSTIN
miles Loaded. Cali 753& completed bath,
electric, stove, part
year old quality home.
oriented
kitchen, fireplace with
people •.
Sprite, good eondition,--CLASSICO-A/SUN Sport
-0799 --days, 1104990
inlot
rest of house with
large
on
basement,
Phone 753-1222, -KOPBeautiful building lots in
heatalator for -whiter- nights.
40 mpg. $1100. Call 767Deep wen.
Subdivision.
Keniana
Roadster, baby blue,
R D
PE
REALTY,
Westwood
and
for
3308.
months,221 15 patio
•
Concrete boat tlock.2
436-2473.
Call
excellent condition. See
where "our time is your
Kingswood at 13.500.
1160 MERCEDES, 6
lots. 3.8 mild from
summer coak-outa...and
at the Yard sale on
time,
anytime!"
Don't miss a good deal
_•
speed
cylinder, 4
much, much more! May, New Concord on
Nit
New
tn
121
._ _Highway
column, 25 mpg, or
we Show you today'Can' Hwy. 444. Call & let
Carmel Church - and
" as klow you this
Co., Realtors 718-1707.
better. Beautiful con763-1492 or 753-1499
follow signs, Friday and
today. Boyd Majors
dition. $1500 or best
Loretta Jobs Heallars.
436,2146.
Saturday.
-Real Estate, 105 N.
•
offer. Call 759-4198.
- GE DART
1972 lik)
12th.
Swinger. V-11,,engine. 1973
MOTORCYCLE
GREMLIN
cyl.
6
HOUSE WITH 12 acres
Power,air, lo* Mileage.
1974 DATSUNB210,
TRAILER for sale.
straight shift. Gets '27
land, extra nice. Two
'Excellent condition. Call
.• automatic, - AM-FM --'-a
Hauls 3. Can be seen
..• IN SEARCH of
.miles
per
gallon
and
in
• bedroom brick, shop.
after 4, 753-8560.
radio, steel belted.
1634 Hamilton.
• 'summer retreat? We
excellent
Saturday, April 21 at IS am.rata it skies, at lie
condition.
outbuilding.
Inclooho Ustinel IMO
Other
radials. $1900. Call 767property
lake
have
121
1-354Phone
Ivy.
$950.00.
take
M
Mies
Ilamp,
Fres
deo
keine.
UN
Marna
sub Wised
Priced to sell. Ca4./ 753- 1977 tiARLEY DAVISON
2455.
Bluff'
Pine
in
listed
fore ball Wt. AI rooms
6217.
Seek to It. Carmel Illorsh, how East, ge approx. 1
0430 or 753-8131.
1200 Super Glide. $2850.
- Shores, Panorama,
hogs. MO. Palo. Al he&
arileagatati ter sips.
395-4329.
or
767-6539
Call
issibut onensom
Lake Forest, Lakeway
Will sell: tool cabinet, work bench, grease guns,
Onto may hal mid mrps.
Shores and Palisades
tbro-orat. Cmilnitont omi sir.
drills, 2-wheel trailer, 150 gal. gas tank,*Sabatini,
Subdivision ... lots and
avidity
notglifoorbood.
for long wheel base pickup, roll barb wire, sCrap
homes. Make an -in$4515
iron, well pump. 25 ft. deep freeze, barrels, cow
Vestment your whole
ton_muffia rings,2 bedroom suites, one is
- faintly Will
1161111Ussas -rot SALE ST OWNER• solidovalnut & walnut dining room suite, wagon
if you clO. then you should chick Into aircit the'
753-1492, Loretta_Admi.:-trio Isms sa Wes temp. • 3bedrooms, 1 large bath,
United States Al Force has to 00IMr. Youl find
wheels,corn iheiler, pond scoop, hay rake, good
bedreMIN..2
5
ins
Nemo
&I.
Realtors.
den with fireplace,
mace than 140 yobs In the Al force career
births. &Ins rime Alt
**le mule hams, all kinds of harness, lines,
fruiting at some of the finest technical
fields
with
ceiling,
cathedral
fano
nem,
aim
booboo,
other
Iimiek-iiAl hand toots. Many
leldles,
in the nation an excellent sakXY
schools
central
beams,
cohisots.
of
Ms
wood
Ida
kitchen
Items too numerous to mental.
to work toward your associate
oppcxtuntty
the
Now is ons00140y sloossesed
heat and ay. Exterior is
Not responsible for accidents, detailed antrough the Ccxnmurity College of the
degree
fiwoognoof. Mos coofrai blot
western cedar. City
• Air Force on-trio-job experience
nouncements day of sale. For all your auction needs
PRICE REDUCED
nod sir. Porton for limps
4
lot,
acre
Two
30 days of paid vocation a
water.
and information call
fondly. Ono we km Dool
worldwide assignyear
Owner says sell this beautiful home on approx. 2
miles East of Murray.
AUCTIONEERS
Mis
got ow,.
medical core
ments
acres. You mutt see to believe all the room you
Call 753-5933 or 7534079
753-3263 Aoyfisno
dental care plus much
&
LR
Separate
family.
special
that
for
have
will
after 5 p.m.
Terry Shoemaker
OA W.(Frailty) Miner
more.
DR, family room with lovely fireplace, 3 BR, 1
Check it out to( youravi
436-5327
4
_•AM,
oy contocting
with built-in bookcases, large kitchen with
custom cabinets, rec room for garries or 4th HR,
huge utility room, 2 baths, 2 car garage, storage
city
at
North
& more for only $53,500. Call now to see.
room
121
eft
19:1111a.m.
Saturday, Berlin,
GA TESBORO RESIlimits, Nesse! Lavery,212 Bailey lead, Murray.
DENTIAL LOT. 120'
wide 200' deep on
Antique tools (loom, wheatcradle, over 200 anGatesborough Circle.
tique carpenter and farm Wall antique dolls and
la
ieeib
A
t
11116%' "
silik,
City
water and
glass. Home Furnishings: gun Cabinet, walnut
ti."' ,-; „,,,.,
sewers. Priced right
buffet, air conditioner, cabinets (ideal for home
to sell quickly $4,950.
tf
It..nse;- 41
or,businessi bridle and saddle, sinks, Lather
Boyd Majors Real
machine which sews heavy leather, shoe
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
• Ism)'I I,, n, Mue4 nr :14 ,ear• ,,v1
machine(sews heels on shoes) and more!
ping people os our bush-tans
iintle Prmil In 1 our i., ke•
Not responsible for accidents - in case of rain
bealsp:
136 ACREN KY. LAKE
will be held following Saturday.
Marie
s, S. assoc. 753.4443
759-1056
'
looltor
LimAim sup
Mai,
Auctioneer
development property
Ono McGinnis, S. nape. 753453S seen Isamu, S. maw. 753.1061
City water available.
M.Nww,S. Ais•c- 734-23
" Noloso Mosel, Realtor, 759-1716
Approximately 1 mile
new road built through a
property. Located near
Dover Erin, and Paris
Landing. See, call - or
write J. H. Austin.
Southland Real estate,
Tenn
Clarksville,
Phone 552-6831.
Unwary, April Mb, 10 cot. Rain or shim at the
late L. F. Slattern house oboe 4 asks South of
GOOD 2 bedroom frame
New Concord, Ky. At Cypress 801/1 dock urea on Ky.
home, large lot. Good
Luke.
garden. Near church
Large collection of antiques collected over his 79
and grocery. Call fur
years plus some handed down from his parents
appointment. Galloway
Nice refrigerator, stove, dinette set, couck
Realty, 506 Main ,St.
bed, odd beds, chairs, tables, lamps, cooking utenPhone 753-5842.
sils, good glass and china, what-nots, picture
frames, reclfrier, oak library table, oak dressers,tin
door pie safe, oak desk, wardrobe, antique radios,
round top trunk, feather bed, kerosene lamps,fancy
quilts, stone pitcher, jars and jugs, peanut and candy jars, dutch oven, skillets, tea kettle, bean pot,
•muffin pans, wood tab rack, lanterns, wringer
, washer, wash boards, side saddle, wash kettle, cow
bells,- pulleys, flour 'barrels, fruit jars, milk can,
water keg, iceboxes, Remington 170 Wing Master 12
gauge slug barrel, Carter ,Arms undercover 38
special, both like new. 1907 Chevy Bel Aire, V-8.
Get ready to move into one of Murray's sharpest
automatic, power and air, extra solid. 14' ion boat,
PRICE REDUCED $2,000
and most spacious homes. This house has three
Four bedhom, 2'.42 bath home on Main Street
10 h. p. motor, trailer, oars, fishing tackle, trot
Bright and cheery 3 bedroom, 2 bath charmer
bedrooms, 2 large baths, fireplace and kitchen
with lot 360 feet deep. Big redwood deck
gas
BOYD-MAJORS has
central
lines, 55 John Deere Mira;mower and trailer 5h. p
Economical
only 1 year old. Featuring den with fireplace, for,with breakfast area.
overlooks
beautifully wooded backyard. Extra
a
staff of trained
Yardman tiller, coal stove,15,000 BTU gas furnace
heat and central air, a privet patio and an inmal dining room, 2-car garage and realistic
fsaturea include fireplace with gas logs, central
people ready to help
our
be
would
It
extra.
Extra large lot of shop tools, grinder and vise on a
something
tercom for
price in the 40's Let a new ray of sunshine int°
heat and air, basevnent,study,library,and abun,you sell your proper- •
stand, drill, sabre saw,chain saw, cut off saw, plat
pleasure to show this home to you
your life and take a look at this quality home.
dant storage areas including 10 closets.,Let 'Us
ty. We trio* how hi
form scales, new rope, Cant hook tool boxes of wren-• .
Acne it to youestimate the price of
ches, carpenter tools, wheel barrow, step ladder,
hook.
ad•
Part0i
avows
ever!:
---tereaositisesbrIlaiaisiasboamiliwasu
41061119M
"
1
*mar
•
'
possible. We arrange
For information call
•
& take carrot the
Many other small
details involved in
selling real 'slat..
753-8129- Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Call us Today - TVS
Harry Patterson 497 307 • Bal Rayburn 1594900- Geri Andersen 753-7932 - George Gallagher
The Smart Way Ta
lemorillb`
Sell!!!

a-bedroom:

1972
2 d
pow
cylm
$1195.
610,
speed
613%
_
•

1977 L
consi
comp
merit.
5 km
1989
Ponti
$875 o
753-41
1014 6.
7

•

AUCTION SALE

-

Auction Sale

Joe Pat Lamb

Auction Sale

,DREAMS DO COME-TRUE AT

KOPPERUD REALM,

LET US FIND YOUR DREAM HOW

Chester and Miller
Auction Service

iliclotiort'fr;
Ph,753-1222

air c
steerin
autom
Call 75
1970 B
Wagon
power
3222.
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V ,o, mar1 e,
& Trucks
Mustang.

LTD, low
.7all 753--

HOZ, good
ler, needs
53-1931.
'FALCON
val, 4' •
engine and
13
.
746-

,

Spitfire
. Call 753

TROLET
wn coupe.
Four
NI.
automatic
-28,000

ne
b

•CaU

AC Coupe
all 759-4592.
0 IT, 22,000
11.4 and tape.
black in767-2358.
1977
E:
don, '18,000
ed. Call 753i, 159-4990

CEDES, 6
_4 _speed
5 mpg, or
autiful eoni00 or best
759-4198.

'SUNB2le,
AM-FM
eel belted
100. Call 767'wiwoltragN

e

50. Campers

50. Campers

A

--r--

51 Services Offered
51 Ser•ices Offered
ALL TYPEkbackhoe and
11172CHEVELLE Malibu,
•
septic tank work. Field
SEPTIC TANK PUMWILL DO interior and
2 door, automatic,
BEAUTIFY your home
tile
lines installed, 28
PING.
Resident
ial
and
exterior house painting.
power
steering, 6
with lightweight easy-tcf
years
experience.
commercial. Rex Camp
cylinder, tape player,
, Call 759-1228, _
install Eldorado Stone.
753-5933.
• Licensed through Health
$1195. 1973 Datsun PL
No costly footings or
Department. Call Rex
BYARS BROTHERS &
610, 2 door; hardtop, 4
foundations. 100 percent FnENowC.EcaSI SearsLElS at Sears • Camp, 753-5933
.
SON - General home
speed with tape player
masonary
fireproof
Call
remodeling, framing,
11395. _Call 489-2595.
Product Less than---the- --lor-free estimates for CARPET CLEANING at
alumin
um siding and
cost of natural stone.
reasonable rates.
your needs.
guttert Call 1-354-8951
1977 LIMITED -Electra
._ _Use for interior or exPrompt and efficient.
or 41614007
TITIise
-Li Or will
-Aarior Ae-eaceiLesst*-de---rallt-AMIR-sePtic-tamir---eustonz Carpet Care,
consider trade. Also
and backhoe work needs.
it-yourself project or we
753-1335.
Also
complete PA equipseptic
will install.- Buy direct
tank
ment. Call 753-8410 after
from
our factory. cleaning. Call John Lane.
51. Services Offered
5 p.m.
_Lodge stone and_ _ _Phone_ 753-8669 or 436" TOPPER for long
53
• E
:11c
T
F
i
rre
be
pl
r
a
ce, 7,06.,.• N. m
Ni ober "dia-tt-yoursaW'
NEED
wheel base truck. Good
TREES
or
1969 GRAND PRIX
molfawd diets carpets as.Market Street Paris,
Call
. shrubbery
condition, insulated
cut
or
LL
Pontiac, good conditidit • paneled
901PhoWe
.
WRYtrimme
d?
Call George
436-2788
walls, light,
BLACKTOPPING = pound portable power$875 or best offer. Call
La-dolt, 7534707.
curtians, etc, Call 753bousedoes all the wet
sealin
g,
patchi
ng
753-4198.
• .
9382 after -1,etan
_
41421-Elaskul-F•alare ;fumes**
s3 Feed And Seed
u- IXPISITIENUED ''I ,
qtriping free ---.nnaw.
cleans, nun
,and vacuums
.PJ4T KIND of hauling in
_
1427
out deep down dirt and
estimates call 753-1537.
19-74 DATSUN 240Z. Call
'TER, interior or excity or county. Call 759KOBE JAP SEED 2000 lb.
grime in a single swim
FOR SALE
terior. Call for free 'WHICH 15 IT? A PR1dE HIVE FOLLOWER_ 1247 or 753-9685.
753-6809 after 5 p.m.
New Boom pole, wheat
WILL
lawns
MOW
and
do
KONOMICA
LLYt•
estimate 489-2322 after 6 BY A WAGE NIKE, OR
cleans
Call 753-8329 or
straw.
the
way
31 Ft. Motor Home
A WAGE HI KE
- yard work. Call 489-2460.
professionals do-at
Pm.
WILL MOW yards. Call
1971 PLYMOUTHSport
753-6215.
FOLLOWED BY A PRICE HIKE?"
a fraction of thecoet
Crtdea Control, Ateriktry
753-8257.
Fury. Air condition
PLO1VING, discing _and_ 4t-YOU
TaLlicz__11 _Boat_ CONCRETE
finishing
--power- Stetruig;power
Ann Rests, &NI Visors,
kushogging. Call 753Sp,.
Offered
$25.00 PER ROOM
Patios,'driveways, etc.
_
lifILL-RAtikVCIE, lime
FREE MOTHER cat and
brakes automatic. 1975 1261 or 759-4088
ftlaPay - CurCall 753-0659.
and sand. C111382-25466 kittens. Call 436-2120.
ARV POMO,elw
Chevrolet h ton pickup DO YOU need stumps FOR INSULATION
eat with Treat, Spire
WILL DO BABYSITTING
PAINTING INTERIOR,
air condition„--power
needs. ,Call Jackson
removed from your yard
INSULATION BLOWN
• Tire COvar, 225' AMP
EIGHT WEEK old part
in my home. Three
steering, power brakes,
exterior. Also dry wall
Battery, Slide out bator land cleared of
Purchase Insulation,
IN by Sears save on
Beagle Puppy. Call 753years
finishin
and
automatic. With topper.
years
10
g.
exup.
Call
753tery trey, Chrome Bum759-1820.
stumps? We can remove
these high heat and
9755.
0363
perience
436-2563
Call 753-5334.
Call
.
,
per, Wheel Covers,
stumps up to 24"
cooling bills. Call Sears
Ralph Worley.
Bolster Back Rests,
WET BASEMENT? We
beneath,ground.- Leaves
753-2310
free
for
• FREE PUPPIES, 13
Beat for oily $12.00 a iimf
Estate1970 BUICK
AutOrzotive
PROFESSIONAL
_Casa.
--Make wet basements
-only
estrmate
'sawdus
S.
t
and
lief-Air beer Store
chips.
weeks old. Call 489-2869
&donor,
automat
Roof
ic, air
Mourrted
Wagon
WILL DO ALL TYPES
window
cleaner,
private
dry, work completely
li*Ak Cad* 755M42
Call for free Estimate,
Air
Conditioner,"
after
4 :30 p.m.
.53power steering. Call 7
'carpenter work. Exhomes,
offices, store
guaranteed. Call or -SPRAY PAINTING of all
Generator with cool
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
3222.
perienc
fronts,
ed.
etc.
Large
20
or
years
write Morgan Conwider and charger 6.6,
kinds. Metal roofs,
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
small
Sobs.
Free
50. Campers
_,Irectio
Micr0IYAFAR___ omen._
n Co,. Ratite 2.
hnerm., fauns --and - experience. Call 901-712estimates
AM/FM Stereo with
.--W-527-10287- Guttering by Sears,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
homes. Call Ralph - 591ESears
tape deck, TV Antenna,
WESTERN KY. Travel
42001.
Phone
'
continu
day or _ Worley, 436-2563.
ous gutters -inVacuum - --LICENSED- E-LEC--'
Main Street Texaco, 15th and Main. Equipped
Trader-Sates-and Ser-- .Cortrtral
WE
DO
MASONRY work.' night 442-7026.
with
stalled
per
your
Chawroar. C.B. Radio. Coll
TRICIAN. prompt efvice, Route 68 and 1-24,.
equipment and parts for all minor auto repair
Anythin
in
g
brick
or
specifi
WILL
cations
MOW
.
Call
lawns
7531320 or see at 705
in
ficient
service.No job too
Cadiz; Ky.'Call 502-522block. No jobs too big or
Good Business Opportunity. Call 753_ Sears 753-2310 for free
4th Street
Murray
and
around
T1115
OF
ALL
53.15 NYS
small. Call Ernest
8507.
small. Call Henry Tenn, 7780.
1 • Yam Need Pommy
lake. Call 436-2563.
estimates.
White. 7510605243:16•IL
1
a
Mast
1 • Largo Posey asg.'
MOBILE HOME ANJ AND R Pool Con1 WW II 1943.Pony
CHORS, underpinning,
11-t7111
tractor
Custom
.
built
1.
W.
B.
renews
FREE
Bofors 1420 eg
awnings, carports and
--Vinyl
lined
pools.
Chain Saw
I • Wooden NWIM
20 MILE
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Several sizes. Water
1 • D Mint Parry 25 yn.
OPEN WEEltDAYS
And
1
- 116S haw(ass)
Glover 753-1873 after 5 ps.
DELIVERY
Valley' 355-2838 or 328iloa.-1411. 8-1
ettfou
se
1 .Rare 19604led
QUALITY SERVICE -Lawnmower
m. or weekend.
8567.
Data Panay
7,53-0984
CtOSED ON THURSDAYS *Hospital
Company Inc. Air con-Call
I • S Mint Palmy - 25 yrs.
s
Sates and Service
Fri. & Sat 8-2-30
Plus Free two IN
dition sales and serCalls
LICENSED ELECMos Our Free Gift
*Hair
Cuts *Shaves
vice. Modern sheet
floored and ready. Up to 12 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
Mos
Oar Fran Inciter,
RANDY'S
TRICAN
HANDY
and
gas inmobile home od-ons, end patios, or U-111111.D, pre-cut completely ready
Saud $3.95 sad 2$ Postage
Eastside Small
209 Walnut Street.
metal
departrhent.
MAN sum
stallation
will
do
to assemble up to 24 60. Buy the best for less.
to:
Home
Cell this number after 5:00
repair
work
Larry
Engine
Repair
Wisehart,
to assure
plumbing, heating and
Remodeling, small plumbing.
• DM MINION & CO.
prompt service next day, 7537
No job to small. Satisfaction
President.' Phone 753Aim 5 Me M4 Movamom• Mops
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
sewer cleaning. Call 753Highway 94 East
3685 - •
guaranteed. 436-5860.
Wan* Pa IISM
9290.
and night
7534400
•
7203.
1972 ii' TRAVEL trailer
WHITES- - CAMPER
Slumber Wagon. Extra
SALES - Your friendly.
clean. Call 753-6345 or
Starcraft dealer. Travel
753-5273, ask for Paul
trailers, pop ups, used
Garland.
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices. FOR
SALE:
1976
Complete line of parts _
Wmebago motor home.
and accessories. We
Call 753-8681 after 5:00 p.
-service- what- we R11.-Open Monday-Saturday,
a m till _,Sianday; ALL METAL pop up
--camper with-awning- sleeps 6. Call 753-1556
Highway 4 miles from
after 5;30 p.m.
Murray. Call 753-0605.
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Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
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WE'VE
MOVED

-
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r *outsell

Two Acre Lot
Lovely 4 bedroom and 3 bath tri-level home on 2
acres. Thermopane windows, central heat and
air, dining room, family room, wall-to-wall carpet, drapes, fireplace, 2 car garage, good well.
Just 14 mile off of Hwy. 94 East on Les Todd
Road. This is a very well built home.

2-2426

A Fine Buy

Your Key People In Real Estate!

Someone will "miss the boat"
on this outstanding buy. House is in Kirksey
on I acre and
has aluminum siding, 3
bedrooms, drapes, some
carpet, range and refrigerator, good
well. Call
before someone beats you to it.
Reduced
to.
$16,000.

905 Sycamore, Murray
753-7724

'

We Need New Listings

tillit
CV 1146

This brick and siding cottage
in a secluded
location is perfect for a weekend
retreat.
In perfect condition and has large
redwood deck on 100
x 150 lot. Partially furnishe
d and has new window air conditioner. Only $18,000.

.11111

Guy Spann, 753-2587, Jock Persoll 753-896 I,iquise Baker 753-2409
Prentice Dunn, 753 5 725,•T. C. Collie 753-5 122

Street
deck
Extra

t..

GUY SPAIN
REALTY

This lovely 3 bedroom and 2 bath brick home
could be yours. One-tbird miles N.W.'of Aurora
---on nearly an 'acte. Jigs -central heat and aft,
firepInce, built-ins, drapes, all carpet, outside
storage, 14 x 24 paneled shop. This could be
yours.

4

i
L ;

Affordable Lake Cottage

Invite You To Come In and See Our New Building
and-Have Coffee with us.

Near Aurora

.1f

•

IIII

and-would like to

)12

apunJet us

•

For Sale

9 t

or Lease
•

.

-. Fine Logdion_ ___
Him -0 ilarirnesinn' .1 hop hoidsliegai ..............
•

arageancFort

dseaped and pretty as a picture: HaS fireplace, •

central heat and.air, drapes, eityetwater and
wet. Lots of privacy here.

Metal building on Sunbury Circte is 40' x 88' and
in tip-top condition Has gas heat in front half at
building. Plenty of perking. Ideal for a number
of melt.Priced to selL
- •••••••••........,...mar•

Conyenivert Location-

ime.aand.••••,

•

nvirig-4infng -room, eat-in

•

utility
, pretty hardwood floors.'In kitchen,
condition. Vacant and ready for you excellent
to move into. Fine retirement home far
some lucky couple.

•

-

The Puppeteers of Oak
Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will

present a special program at
the Kirksey United Methodist
Church on Friday, April 28, at
seven p.m.

The public is urged to attend

thisspecial program,a church
spokesman mild.

Poplar Spring Will
Hold Youth Revival
Ms-Poplar Spring Baptist
Cbteobr—loostad-:aast- of

Potterbnin off PffghwitY- 280,
will have a youth revival
starting Friday, April 28, and
continuing through Sunday.
Guest speaker vittl be the
Rev. Wally Hill who will speak
at seven p.m., according to a
spokesman for the church.

-

GUIDAWLASSOGIAllahLIdELIING-The American.: Personnel and GuldenSt
Association(APGA) with over 8,000 attending, met in Washington, D. C. recently for
Osier annual conference. The theme for the conference was -Political Awareness for
Counselors." Stand with Kentucky Representative William Natdier areskentwcky APGA

members (from left) Jane Scarborough, Danville, Gary Martin, Lexington, Dr. Tom
Wagner, Murray, Jail Morrow, Lexington, Linda Legel, Louisville and tan Waiter,
'LourvlHC. Dr. Wageetittheirmari of ihe Xentudsy Government itelageas-Committee.

The group met QS'Congressmen Natcher

and ICAli Perkins to Amiss counseling-.
- -_ legislation and issues relevant-tsibtamocietion. -

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
'Appliances Are Our Only Business!
NOWARD COY and JONN MINORS, OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN ST.

PHONE 753-1585

Vacation Trips FRANKFORT.,Ky.,4
Gov. Julian Carroll lemma&
tour vacation trps iri the past
16 montlis to a secluded
Bahamian development
owned by a wealthy
Madisonville businessman
and the state's chief executive
flew in a state plane all or part
of the way on all the trips, his
office has confirmed.
In a copyrighted story
appearing in its Thursday
editions, .-the - Lonisvilie
Courier-Journal reported the

Open 6 a.m. until?
We're Going To Sell
New Trucks - New Cars
Used Trucks & Used Cars
Don't Miss This Sale-A-Thon

-latest trip made by the
governor to the Bahamian
• retreat cost $10,000, based on
the 8400-an-hour interagency
chargefor the plane's use.

-The-gevierWeets--offree-- quoted by the. newspaper as
stating that Carroll paid for
only one of tbree----ron. dominiunis occupied by the

-srt
Year,
Nanc
- achni
m001
a war

. governor and his party on his
latest trip to the Mariner's
dertelopment on
Cove

GENERAL ELECTRIC Will GIVE YOU A
$25 U.S. SAVINGS BOND WITH THE
PURCHASE OF SELECTED 25" (Diag.) 1978
COLOR MONITOR CONSOLE TELEVISION. OFFER
GOOD NOW THRU MAY 31, 1978.
25"(Diag.)COLOR MONITOR CONSOLE 1V. The GE Color Mbnitor
system is designed to monitor and adjust your color picture
automatically Moment to
moment,channel to
. channel.

II cot«

‘lor*Wens
1'c.11
•100% Sad Mate Cholla

Treasure City.
The cost of the two
condominiums that rent .for
$100 a day was absorbed by
Madisonville businessman'
,Otto Comm, - deputy press
secretary Gary Auxier • said.
Methodist Youth Wilt Hold Meeting Thursday
The United Methodist Youth
of the Murray Sub-District
will meet Thursday, April 27,
at seVen p. m. at the Murray
First Church.
The Rev. Dr. James Fisher
will present slides from his
tour to Jerusalem and The
Hely Lands.
All Methodist

Youth from
the Murray Area are ited to
attend the program meeting, a
spokesman said.

Hog Market

M Modsikedkassn Design
II Hock Maktx
Piciure Ake
111 Custom Picture Control
•Illuminated Channel
Numbers
•Sharpness Control

Federal State Market New &nice
April V,
Roots* Porches" Area Hog Merkel
Report toriodeolSwapStations
Receipt': Mt. I82 Lot. NS Borrows &
Gilts stoat -.211libeir Sows steady
U81-2 BOHNI.. .242.3842.75 fesr4S.Z
US 141S4ISlbs
2410.484.39
US 34 204101bs
244.1046 et
US 3-4 111-11111bs
54305.4400
Sows
U414 V•4&111:e
136.1111411.10
U814 3/14181bs
MAU
UB 14 480412Ls.
111054111
U8 1-1 3110411212o. Bill242.28kw 43.14
US24328111-14.
'831.116111111
Bars21.1181/11soft31.0412.1111

In CE

Ea

Our Stock Is Almost Unlimited!
Special Prices on Some New Units
That Have Been In Stock Over 60 Days

Te
Tvb

Financing Available
Through Banks or GMAC
Up To 48 Months On New Cars

The
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change,
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request

25- di000norft41941210
FARO,Aficacm sivtiNG cap°seed mope finish
on ncr aood'pads and wand ocenvoeman pocra
.C.cnoecilea Casters

To Be Given Away

GENERAL ELECTRIC WILL GlVE YOU A
Ji $25 U.S.SAVINGS BOND WITH THE PURCHASE
OF SELECTED 19" (Diag.) 1978 VIR COLOR
TELEVISION. OFFER GOOD NOW THRU MAY 31, 4978
14"(Diag )viP Coi0o Mmth oovonceo computer-we
+et

Is

Register For A Free Portable
Black & White T.V.

circuitry Uses the VIP signot to let the broadcaster
automatically ocipst all ol the color on many programs
You owe it to yourself to see GE VIP in achon, the sr.'
that takes the,guesswork out of color adrustmentsl

FOR OUTSTANDING
ENGINEEPiNG
ACHIEVEMENT IN
TELEVISION
FOR
THE FIRST USE OF VII'? IN
TELEVISION SE iS

(You Do Not Have To Be Present To Whi)

THE REV. DAVID T.
SCOATES, minister in the
Florida Conference and staff
member of the United
Methodist Board of Global
Ministries assigned to Finance and Reid -Service of the
National Division, will be the
visiting minister at the
8:45
'and 10:50 am. services on
Sunday; April 30,at the Rrit
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See I. H. Nix. Jerry Boyd, Mickey Boggess & Ian Dalton

Stephen I
Hopson,
Ralph, s
Otizen P
Couzdy..ts
Hazel, at
'1

-thrtted Mthod13r(Aiirch:
%Where-Coraiejaieland,
Ha., and Candler School of
Theology, Emory University,
Atlanta, Ga. He hi Married to
the former Vonda Kay Van
Dyke and they reside
Coral Gables, Fla.
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